Agenda
Committee of the Whole
August 12, 2021 – Following Council
Electronic Participation, Grey County Administration Building
1. Call to Order
2. Declaration of Interest
3. Delegation
10:00 AM

Community Connection: Pam Hiller, Executive Director
211 Services

4. Determination of Items Requiring Separate Discussion
5. Consent Agenda
That the following Consent Agenda items be received; and
That staff be authorized to take the actions necessary to give effect to the
recommendations in the staff reports; and
That the correspondence be supported or received for information as
recommended in the consent agenda.
a. Affordable Housing Task Force minutes dated July 19, 2021
That the minutes of the Affordable Housing Task Force dated July 19, 2021
be adopted as presented; and
That the resolutions contained therein be endorsed as follows:

a. That the Affordable Housing Task Force does now move into closed
session at 1:04 PM to discuss an item that relates to a proposed or
pending acquisition of land by the municipality or local board.
(Meaford Long-Term Care building); and
That staff remain in attendance.

b. That staff report HDR-AF-12-21 be received;
That $3,000,000 in Affordable Housing Funding for a 32 unit affordable
and attainable senior housing build through Lutheran Social Services
Owen Sound be supported; and
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That a by-law be brought forward for Council’s consideration
authorizing the Warden and Clerk to sign an agreement with Lutheran
Social Services Owen Sound for County funds and an agreement for
the Provincial funds for a 20-year forgivable loan through the
Affordable Housing Fund.

c. That staff report HDR-CW-13-21 pertaining to additional funds for the
rent supplement program be received for information.

d. That staff report HDR-AF-14-21 pertaining to an update on transitional
units and the Homelessness Response Table be received for
information.

e. That staff report HDR-CW-15-21 pertaining to an update on the Odawa
Heights build update be received for information.

f. That Addendum to Report PDR-AF-19-21 regarding a rental housing
update be received; and
That staff continue to consult with rental housing developers and
providers on future opportunities and challenges to providing
additional market and affordable rental housing; and
That staff be directed to incorporate the follow-up items identified in
this report as part of the Housing Action Plan and to provide a status
update on these actions at a future Task Force meeting; and
That this report be shared with member municipal staff within Grey
County.
b. Affordable Housing Task Force Closed Meeting minutes dated July 19, 2021
That the Affordable Housing Task Force closed meeting minutes dated July
19, 2021 be adopted as provided to County Council.
c. Development Charges Steering Committee minutes dated July 19, 2021
That the minutes of the Development Charges Steering Committee dated
July 19, 2021 be adopted as presented; and
That the resolutions contained therein be endorsed as follows:

a. THAT the presentation of Hemson Consulting Ltd. regarding the
Development Charges Background Study 2021 be received; and
THAT staff instruct Hemson Consulting Ltd. to prepare a draft
Development Charges Background Study and draft Development
Charges By-law on the basis of the growth forecasts and growthrelated capital programs; and
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THAT staff hold a Public Meeting to receive comments on the draft
Development Charges Background Study and Draft Development
Charges By-law.
d. Letter from the City of Woodstock Regarding Affordable Housing, Homelessness
and Addiction Crisis dated July 16, 2021
That the letter from the City of Woodstock dated July 17, 2021 calling on
the Premier of Ontario to bring together the Ministry of the Attorney
General, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing, and the Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services to
immediately work together on both short and long-term solutions, complete
with funding, to take proper responsibility and action to address the
affordable housing, homelessness and addictions crisis be supported.
e. Post from Ontario’s Big City Mayors dated June 21, 2021
That the post from Ontario’s big City mayors regarding a call for action on
ambitious mental health and addictions plan be received for information.
f.

Letter of Thanks from Grey Bruce Health Services for Support of the Markdale
Hospital Redevelopment Project.
That the letter of thanks from Grey Bruce Health Services for support of the
Markdale hospital redevelopment project be received for information.

g. The Town of The Blue Mountains Resolution dated July 12, 2021
That The Town of The Blue Mountains Resolution dated July 12, 2021
expressing disappointment that the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing provided funding for solid waste management service delivery
review be received for information.
h. Notification Letter from National Defence dated July 28, 2021regarding Proposed
Pumped Storage Project at Canadian Division Training Centre Meaford
That the notification letter from National Defence dated July 28, 2021
regarding TransCanada Energery Corporation Ltd. Proposed Pumped
Storage Project at DND’s 4th Canadian Division Training Centre Meaford be
received for information.
i.

PSR-CW-07-21 EMS 2022 Response Time Performance Plan
That Report PSR-CW-07-21 be received and that the 2022 Response Time
Performance Plan outlined in the report be approved and submitted to the
Ministry of Health.

j.

PDR-CW-18-21 Meaford Union Centre Information Report
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That Report PDR-CW-18-21 regarding an overview of proposed plan of
subdivision application 42T-2021-05, consisting of eighty-six (86) dwelling
units, comprising forty-eight (48) single detached and thirty-eight (38) semidetached on lands described as 324 Union Street, in the Municipality of
Meaford (geographic Town of Meaford), be received for information.
6. Items For Direction and Discussion
a. FR-CW-22-21 Long-Term Corporate Capital Overview
That Report FR-CW-22-21 regarding Long Term Corporate Capital Overview
be received for information.
b. FR-CW-23-21 2022 Budget Assumptions and Timetable
That Report FR-CW-23-21 regarding 2022 High Level Budget Assumptions
and 2022 Budget Timelines be received; and
That the proposed budget assumptions be incorporated into the draft 2022
County of Grey budget for council’s consideration and direction; and
That the 2022 draft budget schedule be approved.
c. FR-CW-21-21 Building Condition Assessments and Reserve Fund Studies
That Report FR-CW-21-21 regarding Building Condition Assessments and
Reserve Fund Studies be received; and
That staff utilize the Building Condition Assessments and Reserve Fund
Studies as a resource in developing asset management plans, capital
forecasts and annual budgets, as well as for long term planning.
d. CAOR-CW-10-21 Grey Transit Route Year In Review

That report CAOR-CW-10-21 Grey Transit Route Year in Review be
received, and;
That $223,000 to enhance the Grey Transit Route be considered as part of
the 2022 budget deliberations.
e. TR-CW-16-21 Feversham Sand Dome Update
That Report TR-CW-16-21 regarding the Feversham Dome be received; and
That Grey County staff be directed to send a letter to the Municipality of
Grey Highlands, providing notice of termination of the existing coownership agreement; and
That staff be directed to negotiate a purchase and sale of land agreement
with Grey Highlands regarding the Feversham Dome (located at 494140
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Grey Road 2; PIN: 37262-0063) and accompanying land at fair market value;
and
That a bylaw be brought back to a future Council meeting to give final
approval to the sale.
f.

Addendum to PDR-CW-18-20 Final Report Boynton Court Subdivision
That Report Addendum to PDR-CW-18-20 be received; and
That all written and oral submission received for subdivision 42T-2019-03,
known as Boynton Court (formerly known as 61 Alfred Street West) were
considered; the effect of which helped to make an informed
recommendation and decision; and
That in consideration of the draft plan of subdivision application 42T-201903, consisting of eighteen (18) total units, including ten (10) semi-detached
units and two (2) townhouse blocks (8 townhouse units) on lands
described as 61 Alfred Street West, in the geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains, the Grey County Committee of the Whole
approves the plan of subdivision subject to the conditions set out in the
Notice of decision.

g. Addendum to PDR-CW-26-20 Final Report Broos Subdivision
That Report Addendum to PDR-CW-26-20 be received; and
That all written and oral submissions received on plan of subdivision 42T2020-01, known as the Broos subdivision, were considered; the effect of
which changed the draft plan of subdivision and helped to make an
informed recommendation and decision; and
That in consideration of the draft plan of subdivision application 42T-202001, for lands described as Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1
East of the Garafraxa Road (EGR), geographic Township of Glenelg, now in
the Municipality of West Grey, the Grey County Committee of the Whole
approves this plan of subdivision to create a total of one hundred and
eighteen (118) single detached lots, and blocks for up to eighty-seven (87)
townhouse units, in addition to parkland, stormwater management, and
road blocks, subject to the conditions set out in the Notice of Decision.
h. EDTC-CW-13-21 Grey Roots General Store Sponsorship
That Report EDTC-CW-13-21 regarding the Moreston Heritage Village
Sponsorship be received; and
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That the Warden and Clerk be authorized to sign a sponsorship agreement
with Fairmount Security Services; and
That the Moreston Heritage Village General Store be named Arnott General
Store for the sponsorship period of 2022 to 2032.
7.

Closed Meeting Matters
That Committee of the Whole does now go into closed session to discuss:
i. Advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege, including communications
necessary for that purpose; litigation or potential litigation, including matters
before administrative tribunals, affecting the municipality of local board. (1Trademark Information, 2- Town of Hanover request)
ii. Personal matters involving identifiable individuals including municipal or local
board employees regarding staffing updates.

8. Other Business
9. Notice of Motion
10. Adjournment
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Committee Minutes
Affordable Housing Task Force
July 19, 2021 – 1:00 PM
The Affordable Housing Task Force met on the above date through electronic means
with the following members in attendance:
Present:
Staff
Present:

Warden Selwyn Hicks; Councillors Dwight Burley, Paul McQueen, Alar
Soever, Shirley Keaveney and Brian O’Leary
Kim Wingrove, Chief Administrative Officer; Anne Marie Shaw, Director of
Housing; Randy Scherzer, Director of Planning; Scott Taylor, Manager of
Planning Services; Heather Morrison, Clerk; Becky Hillyer, Planner; Kathie
Nunno, Deputy Clerk/Legislative Coordinator and Heather Aljoe,
Marketing & Communications Specialist

Call to Order
Chair McQueen called the meeting to order at 1:04 PM.

Declaration of Interest
There were no declarations made.

Closed Meeting Matters
AF06-21

Moved by: Councillor Keaveney

Seconded by: Warden Hicks

That the Affordable Housing Task Force does now move into closed
session at 1:04 PM to discuss an item that relates to a proposed or
pending acquisition of land by the municipality or local board.
(Meaford Long-Term Care building); and
That staff remain in attendance.
Carried
The Affordable Housing Task Force returned to open session at 1:47 PM. Chair
McQueen confirmed that only the matter identified was discussed in closed session.
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Reports
HDR-AF-12-21 Lutheran Social Services Affordable Housing
Proposal
AF07-21

Moved by: Councillor O’Leary

Seconded by: Councillor Keaveney

That staff report HDR-AF-12-21 be received;
That $3,000,000 in Affordable Housing Funding for a 32 unit
affordable and attainable senior housing build through Lutheran
Social Services Owen Sound be supported; and
That a by-law be brought forward for Council’s consideration
authorizing the Warden and Clerk to sign an agreement with
Lutheran Social Services Owen Sound for County funds and an
agreement for the Provincial funds for a 20-year forgivable loan
through the Affordable Housing Fund.
Carried

HDR-AF-13-21 Rent Supplement Program Additional Funds
AF08-21

Moved by: Councillor Keaveney

Seconded by: Warden Hicks

That staff report HDR-CW-13-21 pertaining to additional funds for the
rent supplement program be received for information.
Carried

HDR-AF-14-21 Update Transitional Units and Homelessness
Response Table
AF09-21

Moved by: Councillor Burley

Seconded by: Councillor Keaveney

That staff report HDR-AF-14-21 pertaining to an update on
transitional units and the Homelessness Response Table be received
for information.
Carried

HDR-AF-15-21 Odawa Heights Build Update
AF10-21

Moved by: Councillor Soever

Seconded by: Warden Hicks
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That staff report HDR-CW-15-21 pertaining to an update on the
Odawa Heights build update be received for information.
Carried

PDR-AF-19-21 Rental Housing Update and Next Steps
AF11-21

Moved by: Councillor O’Leary

Seconded by: Councillor Keaveney

That Addendum to Report PDR-AF-19-21 regarding a rental housing
update be received; and
That staff continue to consult with rental housing developers and
providers on future opportunities and challenges to providing
additional market and affordable rental housing; and
That staff be directed to incorporate the follow-up items identified in
this report as part of the Housing Action Plan and to provide a status
update on these actions at a future Task Force meeting; and
That this report be shared with member municipal staff within Grey
County.
Carried

Westmount Sale of Units
Anne Marie Shaw provided a verbal update on the Westmount sale of units. All tenants
have been notified that they may ask to be added to a list if they are interested in
exploring the purchase of the available unit. Those on the list will be given information
on the home ownership program. If no interest is received by the end of July, the unit
will be put on the open market. One family is interested in purchasing their home and
staff are working with the family.

Rowes Lane Dundalk Build
Anne Marie Shaw provided a verbal update on the Rowes Lane Dundalk build. As part
of the Affordable Housing Action Plan, staff are considering the possibility of using
excess land on the Rowes Lane property in Dundalk. Staff is obtaining preliminary
information such as how many units could be built, funding opportunities, and what the
options look like. A report will be coming forward to a future Affordable Housing Task
Force meeting.
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Funding Opportunity
Scott Taylor and Becky Hillyer provided a verbal update on a funding opportunity
through Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation’s housing supply challenge.
Phase II provides up to $75,000 to be used for removing pre-construction barriers such
as zoning and marketability which might tie in nicely with working with member
municipalities to find eligible properties and engage with developers, not-for-profit
organizations, and community around affordable housing. Successful applicants have a
six-month window to complete the work and then apply for phase III to implement some
of the projects.
Dwight Burley left the meeting during the funding opportunity discussion.

Other Business
Letter from the Municipality of Meaford Regarding Grey County’s
Allocation of Payment In-lieu Settlement Award for the 4th
Canadian Division Canadian Training Centre
A12F-21

Moved by: Warden Hicks

Seconded by: Councillor Keaveney

That the Affordable Housing Task Force recommends that the
additional tax payment received for the 4th Canadian Division
Training Centre in the amount of $370,100 by the County of Grey be
transferred to an affordable housing reserve and dedicated for new
affordable or attainable housing projects within the Municipality of
Meaford.
Carried

Next Meeting Dates
The next meeting will be at the call of the Chair.
On motion by and Councillor Soever and Warden Hicks, the meeting adjourned at 2:39
PM.
Paul McQueen, Chair
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Development Charges Steering Committee
July 19, 2021 – 9:30 a.m.
The Development Charges Steering Committee met via Zoom call on the above date
with the following members in attendance:
Present:

Councillors John Woodbury, Sue Carleton, Alar Soever, Shirley Keaveney
and Warden Selwyn Hicks

Staff Present:
Kim Wingrove, Chief Administrative Officer; Randy Scherzer, Director of
Planning and Development; Mary Lou Spicer, Director of Finance; Pat
Hoy, Director of Transportation Services; Kevin McNab, Director of
Paramedic Services; Anne Marie Shaw, Director of Housing, Barb Fedy,
Director of Social Services, Trevor Ireton, Project Planning Engineer,
Amanda Brooks, Asset Management Coordinator and Heather Morrison,
Clerk.
Consultants: Stefan Krzeczunowicz, Courtney King and Rachel Battaglia of Hemson
Consulting

Call to Order
Chair Woodbury called the meeting to order at 9:30 am.

Declaration of Interest
There were none.

Presentation
Development Charges Rate Assumptions and Growth-Related Capital
Program
Mr. Scherzer introduced Hemson Consulting; the consultants retained by the County.
Through a background study, Hemson will assist with the review of our development
charges. Previously, Hemson was involved with the County’s Growth Management
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Study as well as previous development charges reviews by providing knowledge,
guidance, and support.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz noted that today’s presentation will provide an update on the
Development Charges Study to date. He provided a background of the discussion
items for the meeting including the growth forecast, historical service levels and funding
envelopes, development charges capital programs and a review of next steps.
The growth forecast includes a county-wide approach to calculating the development
charge rates so all development pays the same rate regardless of location. It was noted
that all general services are planned for a 10-year period and roads are planned for a
20-year period. Mr. Krzeczunowicz highlighted that the roads projects are based on a
dated 2015 Transportation Master Plan and the action items contained therein. It was
noted that the growth forecast is a living document and will change and shift as new
technology is implemented. The Development Charges Act requires the amount, type
and location of services in order to implement a charge. The residential development
charge is based on population growth and new housing builds. Currently the County
does not apply a non-residential development charge, but it was noted that this charge
must be calculated in order to implement the residential rates.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz noted that the County demographic factors are clear stating that in
the last five years there has been a double cohort seeking to purchase homes in Grey
County. Over 60 population is active in housing market and that millennial population is
looking to get into the housing market. Housing affordability is driving people to look
further afield, and these people are prepared to commute. He also noted the impacts
related to COVID-19 noting permanent settlement in areas outside of the Greater
Golden Horseshoe. There has been a boom in population growth between 2016-2021.
He also stated that there continues to be an aging population and Grey County is not
immune to this factor.
Warden Hicks joined the meeting.
Questions around the growth rate projections then arose. Randy Scherzer noted that
staff have shared all current and pending subdivision/condominium applications to
assist in developing the growth rate projections.
Warden Hicks left the meeting.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz noted it is better to err on the side of caution related to development
charge rates and it would be more prudent to overcollect than undercollect.
The employment forecast was reviewed noting that it is driven by population growth and
there is an assumption that there will continue to be a positive population and
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employment growth in Grey County. Mr. Krzeczunowicz noted an expected total home
growth of approximately 5,100 units over 10 years including seasonal residences and
9,700 units over a 20-year period. Employment rates indicate 3,400 new jobs over next
10 years and 6,800 jobs over next 20 years, most related to population growth with
most falling into the service sector.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz stated that development charge forecasts for 2021 are much higher
than they were in 2016. A higher growth forecast typically reduces the charges by
distributing those costs across more projects.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz noted that there will be a shift in allocation of service benefits from
98% to residential and 2% non-residential in 2016 to 78% residential and 22% to nonresidential charge in 2021 for general services and from 85% to 77% for roads. It was
noted that the development of rural employment, online economy, continued
development of industrial lands, and large tourist sector, are factors in moving people to
the area.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz then provided an overview of the 10-year historical service levels.
He noted that a maximum allowable charge is based on the average service level
provided in the past 10 years. The quality and quantity of the services must be
considered when implementing development charge rates. He outlined the services
where development charges can be assigned historically and noted that these relate to
changes in the services including more housing units, addition of a land ambulance
base, etc.
The development-related capital program was then outlined. Mr. Krzeczunowicz stated
that development charges cannot include grants, subsidies or contributions, benefit to
existing or replacement elements, or have a post-period benefit. He also stated that the
key data source for the development charges is the 2022-2031 capital budget and
forecast.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz then outlined what is considered growth related development. He
noted that this includes new facilities or expansions, less replacement costs and
qualitative improvements, prior investments, roads based on costs to maintain roadway
in a state of good repair and associated master plans and similar studies.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz stated that the development charge review process addresses how
to calculate the development charge rates as well as a discussion with Council as to
what rates council wants to impose, policy related matters, potential exemptions,
incentives, etc.
Each component of the capital program was reviewed with the Committee including
land ambulance, social housing, children’s services, with a potential of expansion of
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services related to an increase in employment needs, parks services (County trails),
public health unit, long-term care, noting the future redevelopment projects for Grey
Gables and Rockwood Terrace. Discussion occurred on the costs associated with longterm care projects as this is a new area for potential development charge rates. Mr.
Krzeczunowicz continued with an overview of the final component regarding
development related studies for capital programs.
There was a specific review of the roads capital program as it is the major component of
the development charges accounting for the largest portion of the development charge
rates for Grey County. The roads are broken down into six categories: major road
projects, upgrade of road classification, platform widening, intersection improvements,
culverts and studies. A comparison in the shift in categories was presented noting that
Grey County has reserve funds on hand to fund many of these projects. Each category
was then reviewed with the Committee. Discussion occurred on the costs necessary to
acquire property related to road widening and turning lanes.
Warden Hicks rejoined the meeting.
Mr. Krzeczunowicz then outlined key decision points for consideration including
approving the development-related capital program, holding a public meeting and
implementation options for development charge rates. He provided the development
charges study timeline noting that the by-laws need to be passed by December 2021 as
the current by-laws expire in January 2022.
DCSC04-21 Moved by: Councillor Carleton

Seconded by: Councillor Keaveney

THAT the presentation of Hemson Consulting Ltd. regarding the
Development Charges Background Study 2021 be received; and
THAT staff instruct Hemson Consulting Ltd. to prepare a draft
Development Charges Background Study and draft Development
Charges By-law on the basis of the growth forecasts and growthrelated capital programs; and
THAT staff hold a Public Meeting to receive comments on the draft
Development Charges Background Study and Draft Development
Charges By-law.
Carried

Next Steps
These were covered in the final slide related to the timelines presented.

Other Business
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There was none.

Next Meeting Date
September 2021.
On motion by Councillor Carleton and Councillor Keaveney, the meeting adjourned at
11:23am
Councillor Woodbury, Chair
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Office of the City Clerk
Woodstock City Hall
P.O. Box1539
500 Dundas Street
Woodstock, ON
N4S 0A7
Telephone (519) 539-1291

July 16, 2021

The Honourable Doug Ford
Premier of Ontario
Legislative Building
Queen's Park
Toronto ON M7A 1A1
Via email premier@ontario.ca

At the regular meeting of Woodstock City Council held on July 15, 2021, the following resolution
was passed:
“WHEREAS the current affordable housing crisis in Canada and the quality of life implications
caused by addiction, drug and opioid use, and mental health issues are impacting communities
in Canada and around the world;
AND WHEREAS citizens in many communities are alarmed by the increase in homelessness,
needles discarded in public spaces, visible signs of illegal activities, and are disillusioned with
the justice system response;
AND WHEREAS policing and the justice system is not the solution to homelessness and
addiction or an effective use of public funds;
AND WHEREAS Public health initiatives and programs aimed at addiction are provided by
multiple Ministries and agencies and are clearly inadequate and new long-term solutions are
required;
AND WHEREAS many of the programs and attempts from different agencies, government
organizations, and Ministry service providers have created a disjointed delivery system;
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NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Woodstock City Council calls on the Honourable
Doug Ford, Premier of Ontario to bring together the Ministry of the Attorney General, the Ministry
of Health, the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, and the Ministry of Children, Community
and Social Services to immediately work together on both short and long term solutions,
complete with funding, to take proper responsibility and action to address the affordable housing,
homelessness, and addictions crisis;
AND FURTHER that this resolution be circulated to the Honourable Ernie Hardeman, Oxford
MPP; the Association of Municipalities Ontario; and all Ontario municipalities.”

Yours Truly,

Alysha Dyjach, Deputy City Clerk
Cc via email:
• The Ministry of the Attorney General - attorneygeneral@ontario.ca
•

The Honourable Christine Elliott – Minister of Health - christine.elliott@ontario.ca

•

The Honourable Steve Clark – Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing steve.clark@pc.ola.org

•

The Honourable Merrilee Fullerton – Minister of Children, Community and Social Services
– MinisterMCCSS@ontario.ca

•

The Honourable Ernie Hardeman, Oxford MPP - ernie.hardemanco@pc.ola.org

•

Association of Municipalities Ontario – amo@amo.on.ca

•

All Ontario Municipalities
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Ontario’s Big City Mayors call for action on ambitious
mental health and addictions plan
Posted on Jun 21, 2021
June 18, 2021 – Ontario’s Big City Mayors (OBCM) are joining mental health leaders and Chiefs of Police
in calling for the decriminalization of controlled substances and the continued creation and funding of
Mental Health Crisis Response Units. These units combine trained mental health professionals and police
officers to respond to identified low-risk crisis calls and wellness checks.
OBCM is not alone in advocating in these changes. Mental health and substance use experts have been
advocating for reforms for years. Opioid poisonings, hospitalizations, and deaths have been on a
dangerous incline. The Ontario Drug Policy Research Network reported 2,426 opioid-related deaths in
2020, a 60 per cent increased over 2019, making 2020 the worst year on record since tracking began.
It has never been clearer that action is needed now. While the provincial government is responsible for
funding and coordinating mental health and addictions supports, all levels of government have a role to
play in improving services for our residents.
“Now is the time to be bold,” said Jeff Lehman, Chair of OBCM and Mayor of Barrie. “Our call for policy
change is consistent with OBCM’s growing mandate to advocate for the resources our residents and
communities need. The province’s Roadmap to Wellness plan is a good plan and we want to work
together to implement it vigorously. We look forward to working closely with the province to bring this
plan into reality.”
“Mental Health Crisis Response Teams are tried and tested in municipalities across the province. Many
OBCM members have first-hand experience with programs like COAST and IMPACT, and have seen
significant outcome improvements for residents,” said Marianne Meed Ward, Mayor of Burlington and
Co-Chair of the Mental Health Working Committee. “We are calling for a consistent program to be
mandated province wide with the necessary funding to support and ensure their success.”
“The federal government has taken evidence-based action before and we are asking them to do it again
by decriminalizing controlled substances to enhance public safety and save lives,” said Darrin Canniff,
Mayor of Chatham-Kent and Co-Chair of the Mental Health Working Committee. “The OBCM caucus is
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eager to collaborate with the federal government on how we better improve people’s lives who are
struggling with substance use and reduce societal trauma associated with deaths.”
Recommendations put forward by OBCM can be found here in its Mental Health and Addictions Policy
Paper.

About Ontario’s Big City Mayors
Ontario’s Big City Mayors (OBCM), formerly known as the Large Urban Mayors’ Caucus of Ontario,
includes mayors of 29 single and lower-tier cities with a population of 100,000 or more, who collectively
represent nearly 70 per cent of Ontario’s population. OBCM advocates for issues and policies important
to Ontario’s largest cities.
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GREY BRUCE
Grey Bruce
Health Seruices

.i1,,.'i,t:

Qualitv Health Care

1800 8rh Street East
Owen Sound, ON
N4K 6M9

Right Here

(519) 376-2121
www.gbhs.on.ca

June L5, 2021

RECEIVED

Selywn Hicks, Grey County Warden
Kim Wingrove, Grey County CAO
595 gth Avenue East
Owen Sound ON

JUN 1 0 20n

N4K 3E3

Dear Kim and Selwyn,
On behalf of Grey Bruce Health Services, please accept my thanks for the 5780,000.00 we received
from the County of Grey - to go towards the Markdale Hospital redevelopment project. And for the
previous cheque we received, in the amount of $220,000.00, totaling a St million contribution. GBHS is
so appreciative of the land that Grey County donated for the new Markdale hospital site back in 2005
as well.

While other contributions have wavered over time as our organization and the community went
through many hoops to get to the approval phase with the Ministry and more recently shovels in the
ground, we are grateful for your steadfast support at the County.

to Council for accepting an additional funding request from the Centre Grey Health Services
Foundation and referring this to your Healthcare lnitiatives Task Force for consideration in the 2022
budget to potential help us close the funding gap on this project.

Thanks

The existing Markdale Hospital has and will continue to serve as an important rural healthcare hub,
until such time that the new facility is open and ready to provide the Grey Highlands region with
modern equipment, outpatient services and a new model of care that includes room for growth in the

future.
On behalf of my team, thank you for your generosity and steadfast support.

Gary Sims
GBHS President & CEO

cc:

John Kurvink, VP Strategy & Financial Services, CFO
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The Town of Blue Mountains, Council Meeting

CouncilMeeting
Date

Monday, July L2,202L

Moved by:

Councillor Sampson

Seconded by:

Deputy Mayor Potter

THAT Council of the Town of The Blue Mountains receives, with disappointment, the June 30,2021,
correspondence from Minister Clark, MPP Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing to Warden Hicks Application for Municipal Modernization Program and refers the correspondence to Financial Services for

information, and directs staff to forward the resolution to the Ministry and Grey County for information

The motion is Carried
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Ministry of
Municipal Affairs
and Housing

Ministdre des
Affaires municipales
et du Logement

Office of the Minister

Bureau du ministre

777 Bay Street, 171h Floor
Toronto ON M7A 2J3
Tel.: 416 585-7000

777 , tue Bay, 1 7" etage
Toronto ON M7A 2J3
T6l. : 416 585-7000

O;ltaiio

234-2021-3044

June 30, 2021
Your Worship
Warden Selwyn Hicks
County of Grey

Dear Warden Hicks,

Thank you for your application to the second intake of the Municipal Modernization
Program and for your commitment to delivering modern, efficient services that are
financially sustainable.
Under the third-party review stream, I am pleased to inform you that the Ford
government will provide funding of up to $150,000 towards:
a

Solid Waste Management Service Delivery Review for Municipalities in Grey
County

All funding is for the cost of an independent third-party reviewer to deliver a final report
with specific and actionable recommendations for cost-savings and efficiencies by
November 30,2021.

ln 2019, the Ford government launched the MMP to help small and rural municipalities
modernize service delivery and identify new ways to be more efficient and effective. The
impacts of the COVID-19 outbreak have made this work more important than ever. The
projects selected for funding under the second intake of the Municipal Modernization
Program will further support municipalities' efforts to implement efficiencies, with a focus
on digital modernization, service integration, streamlining development approvals and
alternative service delivery.
I understand how important this work will be to your community. To help you get started,

an interim payment will be issued following execution of a transfer payment agreement.
Ministry staff will forward instructions and a transfer payment agreement for each
approved project in the coming days and willwork with you to have it finalized. lf you
have questions, please contact your municipal advisor, or email
m u n icipal. proq

rams@ontario. ca.
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would like to offer my congratulations on this funding approval and extend my best
wishes as you work to improve service delivery and administrative efficiency in your
municipality.
I

Sincerely,

Steve Clark
Minister

c. Kim Wingrove, CAO, CountY of GreY
Mary Lou Spicer, Director of Finance, County of Grey
Bill Walker, MPP, Bruce-Grey-Owen Sound
Scott Mackey, Mayor, Township of Chatsworth
Patty Sinnamon, CAO/Clerk, Township of Chatsworth
Dwight Burley, Mayor, Township of Georgian Bluffs
Al Meneses, CAO, Township of Georgian Bluffs
Paul McQueen, Mayor, Municipality of Grey Highlands
Karen Govan, CAO, Municipality of Grey Highlands
Sue Paterson, Mayor, Town of Hanover
Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk, Town of Hanover
Barb Clumpus, Mayor, Municipality of Meaford
Robert Armstrong, CAO/D|rector of Development Services, Municipality of Meaford
lan Boddy, Mayor, City of Owen Sound
Tim Simmonds, City Manager/CAO, City of Owen Sound
John Woodbury, Mayor, Township of Southgate
David Milliner, CAO, Township of Southgate
Alar Soever, Mayor, Town of The Blue Mountains
Shawn Everitt, CAO, Town of The Blue Mountains
Christine Robinson, Mayor, Municipality of West Grey
Laura Johnston, CAO/Deputy Clerk, Municipality of West Grey
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

PSR-CW-07-21

Title:

Grey County Paramedic Services Response Time Performance
Plan for 2022

Prepared by:

Kevin McNab

Reviewed by:

Kim Wingrove, Mary Lou Spicer

Lower Tier(s) Affected:

All

Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report PSR-CW-07-21 be received and that the 2022 Response Time
Performance Plan outlined in the report be approved and submitted to the Ministry
of Health;

Executive Summary
Grey County Paramedic Services (GCPS) is required under current legislation to annually
submit a Response Time Performance Plan to the Ministry of Health related to ambulance
response time targets within the County. The 2021 submission will cover the 2022 operational
year.
There are six set criteria that will be measured under the Response Time Target Plans. Five of
the performance targets are measured by response times related to patient presentation as
indicated by the Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS), however, one of the six criteria is
based on community response to patients in cardiac arrest.
Based on the 2020 response time performance and the 2021 response time performance to
June 30th, 2021, the same targets continue to be recommended for the 2022 year.

Background and Discussion
Grey County Paramedic Services (GCPS) is required under current legislation to
annually submit a Response Time Performance Plan to the Ministry of Health related to
ambulance response time targets within the County. The 2021 submission will cover
the 2022 operational year.
PSR-CW-07-21
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Response Time Targets
There are six set criteria that will be measured under the Response Time Target Plans. Five of
the performance targets are measured by response times related to patient presentation as
indicated by the Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) however, one of the six criteria is
based on community response to patients in cardiac arrest.
The response time targets and criteria are described below:
1. The percentage of times that a person equipped to provide any type of defibrillation has
arrived on-scene to provide defibrillation to sudden cardiac arrest patients within six (6)
minutes of the time notice is received.
2. The percentage of times that an ambulance crew has arrived on-scene to provide
ambulance services to sudden cardiac arrest patients or other patients categorized as
CTAS 1 within eight (8) minutes of the time notice is received respecting such services.
3. The percentage of times that an ambulance crew has arrived on-scene to provide
ambulance services to patients categorized as CTAS 2, 3, 4 and 5 within the response
time targets set by the upper-tier municipality or delivery agent under its plan established
under subsection (2). O. Reg. 267/08, s. 1 (2); O. Reg. 368/10, s. 1 (2).

Grey County Response Time Performance By CTAS
The following chart reflects the set service response time targets, service performance for the
2020 calendar year, service performance for 2021 to June 30th and a 5-year average.

PSR-CW-07-21
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Call Type

Response Time
Target

2020
Target

2020
Results

2021
Results
to June
30th

5 Year
Average

Sudden
Cardiac
Arrest

Six (6) minutes or less

40%

43.59%

53.19%

44.00%

CTAS 1

Eight (8) minutes or
less

60%

61.49%

66.33%

65.38%

CTAS 2

Fifteen (15) minutes or
less

90%

90.34%

87.80%

89.37%

CTAS 3

Twenty (20) minutes
or less

90%

97.01%

97.43%

97.12%

CTAS 4

Twenty (20) minutes
or less

90%

97.62%

95.95%

97.14%

CTAS 5

Twenty (20) minutes
or less

90%

95.65%

94.94%

96.25%

All aspects of the services response time performance for 2021 to June 30th are exceeding the
targets except for CTAS 2.

County Percentile Response Time - All Code 4 Calls
2021 to June 30th – 15:04 minutes
2020 – 14:53 minutes

County Average Response Time - All Code 4 Calls
2021 to June 30th – 7:58 minutes
2020 – 8:02 minutes

Response Time Performance Recommendation for 2022
Based on the 2020 response time performance and the 2021 response time performance to
June 30th, 2021, the same targets continue to be recommended for the 2022 year.
The following table provides the 2022 response time targets recommended for Grey County
Paramedic Services:

PSR-CW-07-21
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Target

Call Type

Provider

Response Time Target

Percentage
of Time
Achieved

1.

Sudden
Cardiac Arrest

Community Defibrillator
Response

Six (6) minutes or less

40%

2.

CTAS 1

Paramedic Response

Eight (8) minutes or less

60%

3.

CTAS 2

Paramedic Response

Fifteen (15) minutes or
less

90%

4.

CTAS 3

Paramedic Response

Twenty (20) minutes or
less

90%

5.

CTAS 4

Paramedic Response

Twenty (20) minutes or
less

90%

6.

CTAS 5

Paramedic Response

Twenty (20) minutes or
less

90%

Emergency Call Volumes
Call volume for the 2021 year to June 30th has seen an overall increase of 12.7% over 2020 and
an overall increase of 3.4% over 2019. In 2021 to June 30th, there have been 6,100 calls for
service compared to 5,415 in 2020 and 5,902 in 2019 for the same time period. The 2019
calendar year recorded our highest call volume to date at 11,918 calls which is over 1,000 calls
more than in 2012 when the response time standards were established.

Legal and Legislated Requirements
Land Ambulance Response Time Standard Reg 257/00 Part VIII

Financial and Resource Implications
The implementation of the Response Time Performance Plans will have no immediate effect on
budgets, staffing, legal or information technology issues.

Relevant Consultation
☐ External:
☒ Internal: CAO, Finance

Appendices and Attachments
Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale Description

PSR-CW-07-21
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Detailed Description of Response Time Targets

Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) is described as:
CTAS Level: The ‘Canadian Triage & Acuity Scale’ is used to assign a level of acuity
to a patient. Acuity refers to the gravity of the situation – the potential for death and/or
irreversible illness. CTAS is a tool that more accurately defines the patient’s need for
care. Assignment of the CTAS level is to be based upon not only the presenting
complaint identified on the initial assessment made by the paramedic, but also on
their examination findings, and response to treatment.
CTAS I: requires resuscitation and includes conditions that are threats to life or
imminent risk of deterioration, requiring immediate aggressive interventions (for
example, cardiac arrest, and major trauma or shock states).
CTAS II: requires emergent care and includes conditions that are a potential threat to

PSR-CW-07-21
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life or limb functions, requiring rapid medical intervention or delegated acts (for
example, head injury, chest pain or internal bleeding).
CTAS III: requires urgent care and includes conditions that could potentially
progress to a serious problem requiring emergency intervention, such as mild to
moderate breathing problems, resolved seizure with normal level of alertness,
moderate anxiety/agitation.
CTAS IV: requires less-urgent care and includes conditions related to patient age,
distress or potential for deterioration or complications that would benefit from
intervention or reassurance, such as urinary symptoms, laceration requiring stitches,
upper extremity injury.
CTAS V: requires non-urgent care and includes conditions in which investigations or
interventions could be delayed or referred to other areas of the hospital or health
care system, such as sore throat, minor bites, dressing change.

Detailed Description of Response Time Targets
Sudden Cardiac Arrest
The Community Defibrillator Response to sudden cardiac arrest targets the
percentage of times that a defibrillator will be at a patient’s side in a cardiac arrest
call situation within a six (6) minute timeframe as set by the Ministry of Health and
Long-Term Care. This percentage of calls and how the clock stops is determined not
only when an ambulance arrives to the patient’s side but also includes any time a first
responder also arrives (fire fighters and/or civilians at sites equipped with
defibrillators). This patient is also determined to be part of the CTAS 1 Target. The
target of 40 percent is representative of the rural nature of paramedic services
delivery in Grey County with difficult driving conditions during inclement weather and
increased driving distances. Grey County has implemented the Public Access
Program to assist with meeting this target and currently has over 150 automated
external defibrillators located throughout the County.

CTAS 1
Paramedic response to CTAS 1 calls target the percentage of times that an ambulance
responds to patients presenting with life threatening injuries or illnesses in eight (8)
minutes or less as set by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care. This is an
ambulance only target but does include ambulance response to patients suffering from
sudden cardiac arrest.

CTAS 2
Paramedic response to CTAS 2 calls target the ambulance responds to patients
presenting with serious injuries or illnesses in fifteen (15) minutes or less measured as
PSR-CW-07-21
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a 90th percentile. This target has been set by the County based on the historical data
related to emergency call response in Grey County.

CTAS 3
Paramedic response to CTAS 3 calls target the ambulance responds to patients
presenting with moderate injuries or illnesses in twenty (20) minutes or less
measured as a 90th percentile. This target has been set by the County based on the
historical data related to emergency call response in Grey County.

CTAS 4
Paramedic response to CTAS 4 calls target the ambulance responds to patients
presenting with non- serious injuries or illnesses in twenty (20) minutes or less
measured as a 90th percentile. This target has been set by the County based on the
historical data related to emergency call response in Grey County.

CTAS 5
Paramedic response to CTAS 5 calls target the ambulance responds to patients
presenting with very minor injuries or illnesses in twenty (20) minutes or less measured
as a 90th percentile. This target has been set by the County based on the historical data
related to emergency call response in Grey County.

PSR-CW-07-21
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

PDR-CW-18-21 Information Report

Title:

Meaford Union Centre Subdivision 42T-2021-05

Prepared by:

Stephanie Lacey-Avon

Reviewed by:

Randy Scherzer

Lower Tier(s) Affected:

Municipality of Meaford

Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report PDR-CW-18-21 regarding an overview of proposed plan of subdivision
application 42T-2021-05, consisting of eighty-six (86) dwelling units, comprising
forty-eight (48) single detached and thirty-eight (38) semi-detached on lands
described as 324 Union Street, in the Municipality of Meaford (geographic Town of
Meaford), be received for information.

Executive Summary
The County has received a plan of subdivision application known as Meaford Union Centre
Subdivision (County file number 42T-2021-05) to create eighty-six (86) dwelling units,
comprising forty-eight (48) single detached and thirty-eight (38) semi-detached. These lands are
situated in the Town of Meaford, between Union and Centre Streets, south of Russett Drive.
Access to the site will be from both Union Street and Centre Street, on a new public through
road with east/west orientation. There will be three internal condominium roads (Blocks 71, 72,
& 73), connecting to the lands north/south from the new public roadway. The subdivision will be
serviced by full municipal services. The application and supporting studies will be circulated to
the prescribed agencies and public for review and comment. A future public meeting will be held
for the subject application. Following the public process, and agency review process, a thorough
analysis and staff recommendation will be provided.

Background and Discussion
The County has received a plan of subdivision application known as Meaford Union Centre
Subdivision (County file number 42T-2021-05) to create eighty-six (86) dwelling units,
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comprising forty-eight (48) single detached units and thirty-eight (38) semi-detached units.
These lands are situated in the Town of Meaford, between Union and Centre Streets, south of
Russett Drive. Access to the site will be from both Union Street and Centre Street, on a new
public through road with east/west orientation. There will be three internal condominium roads
(Blocks 71, 72, & 73), connecting to the lands north/south from the new public roadway. The
subdivision will be serviced by full municipal services.
The gross overall Draft Plan area of the subject lands is 5.21 ha. The estimated net developable
area is 3.92 ha, resulting in an overall 21.9 units per net hectare. Surrounding the subject lands
is low density residential lots and larger vacant parcels of land. This development pattern is
typically viewed as an older development pattern, found in urban fringe areas providing a mix of
low density residential and rural uses. To the north of the subject lands is the Gates of Kent
residential townhouse condominium development. The Gates of Kent is on full municipal
services and is a more recent example of urban type development that is required under the
current planning policy structure (Provincial, County and Local). Map 1 below shows the subject
lands and surrounding area, while Map 2 shows the proposed plan of subdivision.

Map 1: Airphoto of Subject Lands

PDR-CW-18-21
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Map 2: Proposed Plan of Subdivision
(Map 2 Courtesy of Zubek. Emo, Patten & Thomsen Limited)
The proposed development is required to complete a zoning by-law amendment application with
the Municipality.
Copies of all background reports and plans can be found here.

Analysis of Planning Issues
When rendering a land use planning decision, planning authorities must have regard to matters
of Provincial Interest under the Planning Act, be consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement
(PPS) 2020 and conform to any Provincial Plans or Municipal Official Plans that govern the
subject lands. In this case, the County of Grey Official Plan and the Municipality of Meaford
Official Plan have jurisdiction over the subject property. There are no Provincial Plans in place
for this section of Meaford.

Provincial Policy and Legislation
Both the Planning Act and the PPS speak to the efficient use of land within settlement areas,
where services are readily available. The proposed plan of subdivision is within an identified
‘primary settlement area’ under the County Official Plan, and full municipal services will be
extended to the subject site. There are existing watermains on Union Street and Centre Street
(located on either side of the subject lands). The current limits of the sanitary sewer are at the
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intersection of Russett Drive and Union Street. This will be extended to the subject site. It
should be noted that the Meaford Official Plan outlines servicing allocation procedures,
generally restricting development phases to approximately 30 units per phase. Therefore, it is
anticipated that this development may be required to proceed as three (3) phases.
This development is viewed as residential intensification (as per the PPS), which is encouraged
in order to provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing options and densities to meet
project market-based and affordable housing needs of current and future residents. Through
this, it is important to establish minimum development standards which minimize the cost of
housing and facilitate compact form, while maintaining appropriate levels of public health and
safety.
Access to the site will be from both Union Street and Centre Street, on a new public through
road, with east/west orientation. There will be three internal condominium roads (Blocks 71, 72,
& 73), connecting to the lands north/south from the new public roadway.
Other policies in the PPS speak to connected, walkable communities, with provisions for public
parkland and open space. Further discussions and review will be completed, to assess the need
for sidewalks and park space.
Development should be avoided where land use patterns may cause environmental or public
health and safety concerns. There are no identified natural heritage features on the subject
lands. No environmental review was required for this development, local conservation authority
staff were present at the pre-consultation meeting.
Following the public and agency review periods, staff will provide a more fulsome analysis of the
Provincial legislation and policy.

County Official Plan
The proposed plan of subdivision is on lands designated as ‘Primary Settlement Area’ in the
County Official Plan. These areas are recognized as appropriate locations for high
intensification targets, public transit services, and have full municipal services. A minimum of 20
units per net hectare will be achieved for new development. New development is encouraged to
be of high-quality form, including the provision of open space, urban design standards, and built
environment features that would allow for and support walking and cycling for everyday
activities.
The County Official Plan also supports a variety of housing types to satisfy the present and
future social, health, safety, and well-being requirements of residents. The County’s healthy
development checklist and subdivision design guidelines will be reviewed.
Section 8.9.1 of the County Plan provides a similar servicing hierarchy to that found in the PPS.
Section 8.9.1(1) indicates that full municipal water and sewage services is the preferred method
of servicing and will be provided should several conditions be met. This development will be
serviced by full municipal services. County Official Plan policies will be further assessed
following agency review and the public process.

PDR-CW-18-21
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Legal and Legislated Requirements
The application will be processed in accordance with the Planning Act.

Financial and Resource Implications
There are no anticipated financial, staffing or legal considerations associated with the proposed
subdivision, beyond those normally encountered in processing a subdivision application. The
County has collected the requisite fee and peer review deposit for this application.

Relevant Consultation
☒ Internal: Planning
☒ External: The public, Municipality of Meaford, and required agencies under the Planning Act.

Appendices and Attachments
None

PDR-CW-18-21
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

FR-CW-22-21

Title:

Long Term Corporate Capital Overview

Prepared by:

Mary Lou Spicer

Reviewed by:

Kim Wingrove

Lower Tier(s) Affected:
Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report FR-CW-22-21 regarding Long Term Corporate Capital Overview be
received for information.

Executive Summary
Fiscal responsibility and investing responsibly in the future is a core value in Grey County’s
Strategic Plan. This report provides an overview of Grey’s current financial health indicators and
the county’s potential long term capital spending. The implications of committing to additional
capital spending on overall corporate fiscal health, taxation impacts for residents and member
municipalities are discussed.

Background and Discussion
An organization’s fiscal health can be assessed by understanding whether its operations are
sustainable, whether it has the flexibility to meet its current and future obligations, and how
vulnerable it is to expenditure increases or revenue decreases.
There are a number of ways to monitor and evaluate a municipality’s financial health and ability
to serve its residents today and into the future.

Current Financial Health
As the following information demonstrates, Grey County is in good financial health and its
financial indicators are in line with comparator upper tier municipalities.
The 2020 audited financial statements demonstrate that Grey County is growing its net financial
assets, accumulated surplus, reserves and tangible capital assets. Long-term external liabilities
totaled $3,224,611 and were comprised of $800,000 for the remainder of the commitment to
Georgian College for the Marine Emergency Duties Training and Research Centre (commitment
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will be fulfilled in 2024) and $2,424,611 to Scotiabank for the Golden Town housing property
(matures in 2026).
Grey County Audited Financial Statement Results
Indicator
2016
2017
2018

2019

2020

Net Financial
Assets
$35,489,579

$30,545,841

$27,943,264

$32,125,280

$43,193,028

Surplus

$211,067,117

$215,378,478

$230,457,614

$240,639,155

$256,706,028

Reserves

$46,131,947

$46,553,044

$48,112,282

$52,045,115

$63,151,047

$7,024,409

$9,442,793

$10,390,224

$15,421,635

$20,618,882

$174,169,747

$183,721,051

$201,217,731

$207,149,677

$212,485,464

Accumulated

Obligatory
Reserves
Asset Net
Book Value

A further source of financial health information is the annual BMA Municipal Comparative Study.
It provides analysis of key financial indicators and comparison between Grey County and other
upper tiers in the province. Based upon the 2020 results, an indicator from each of the
sustainability, flexibility and vulnerability categories are shown below for Grey and its upper tier
comparators.
Sustainability - The ability to provide and maintain service and infrastructure levels without
resorting to unplanned increases in rates or cuts to services. Grey has a positive financial
position with a value near to the median of upper tier comparators.
Financial Position Per Capita (financial assets less liabilities)
Municipality
2015
2016
2017

2018

2019

Simcoe County

($133)

($137)

($67)

($62)

($112)

Bruce County

($161)

($90)

($58)

($94)

($24)

($1)

$65

$83

$189

$274

Grey County

$395

$378

$326

$284

$320

Elgin County

$235

$262

$339

$498

$507

Wellington County

$371

$442

$460

$551

$593

Average

$118

$153

$180

$228

$260

Dufferin County
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Median

$117

$163

$204

$236

$297

BMA Municipal Study 2020
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Flexibility - The ability to issue debt responsibly without impacting the credit rating and the
ability to generate required revenues.
Tax Discretionary Reserves as a % of Own Source Revenues
This indicator shows the total value of funds held in reserves and reserve funds compared to a
single year’s own source revenue and is a strong indicator of financial stability. Grey County is
currently just above the median of its comparators.
Municipality

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Elgin County

15%

25%

37%

34%

21%

Bruce County

42%

45%

46%

42%

46%

Dufferin County

38%

45%

49%

55%

64%

Grey County

65%

66%

65%

62%

68%

Wellington County

67%

61%

64%

68%

72%

Simcoe County

50%

55%

67%

76%

84%

Average

46%

49%

55%

56%

59%

Median

46%

50%

57%

58%

66%

BMA Municipal Study 2020

Vulnerability - This assesses a municipality’s vulnerability to the loss of external sources of
funding and its exposure to risks. As a partner of the Province in providing human service
delivery, there is a risk of changes in funding or service level requirements, increasing
application-based funding rather than base funding, or requiring new service levels with only
time limited funding.
Rates Coverage Ratio – provides a measure of the municipality’s ability to cover its costs
through its own sources of revenue. According to the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing,
a basic target is 40-60%; an intermediate is 60%-90% and an advanced target is 90% or
greater. Grey’s result is at the median of comparator upper tiers.
Municipality

Own Source Revenue as a % of Total Expenditures

Simcoe County

49.4%

Wellington County

55.9%

Dufferin County

58.6%

Grey County

60.0%

Bruce County

65.4%

Elgin County

69.5%

Average

59.8%

FR-CW-22-21
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Median

59.3%

BMA Municipal Study 2020
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Grey County is also required to submit information to the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing which is used to compile the annual Financial Information Return (FIR) and provides a
risk rating. In 2019, Grey’s results were:
Net financial assets as a % of Own Source Revenue – Indicates revenue available to pay for
future transactions. Grey had a low level of risk to being over committed.
Total reserves and discretionary reserve funds as a % of municipal expenses - Indicates
whether a municipality is setting aside money for future needs. Risk is low when the percentage
is greater than 20%. Grey reported 40.8% and the median of all upper tier results was 39.4%
Cash ratio (total cash and cash equivalents as a % of current liabilities) – The measure of
the money that a municipality can access quickly and the ability to meet its current expenses.
Grey had an excellent result with a very low level of risk at 5:1. The median of all upper tier
results was 3:1
Debt servicing cost as a % of total revenues - This reflects how much revenue is used to pay
down existing debt and shows how past borrowing decisions might impact the current budget.
As discussed above, in 2019 Grey County had long term external liabilities totaling $3,224,611
and our result was 0.5%. The upper tier median was 1.4%
Closing amortization balance as a % of total cost of capital assets - this is the one indicator
with a moderate level of risk at 56.5% as compared to the upper tier median of 48.5%. In March
2019, staff updated the tangible capital asset policy that was originally written in 2009. The
most significant change to the policy was to adjust amortization for road bases from 40 years to
50 years for urban and 75 years for rural road bases. Given that roads are the largest valued
asset category and that amortization was not adjusted retroactively, it is expected that the asset
consumption ratio would not be a low level of risk. The result of updating the lifespan will be to
slow down the amortization going into the future and over time, assuming the County continues
to invest in its assets, this level of risk will lessen. It should also be noted that the asset
consumption ratio only compares dollar amounts and does not reflect asset condition.
Asset Surplus/deficit as a % of own source revenue – measures a municipality’s ability to
cover its operational costs and have funds to transfer to reserve or to repay debt. Grey’s risk
here was low.

Looking into the Future
2022-2031 10 Year Capital Forecast
Spending in the 2022-2031 10 Year Capital Forecast totals $245,750,800 over the 10-year
period. Projects are included in this plan based on various requirements including meeting
regulatory or growth-related requirements, the asset management plan, building condition
assessments and staff or consultant evaluations. The goal is to make necessary investments in
infrastructure so that the useful life of assets is optimized. Grey’s solid financial health has
allowed it to self-finance projects rather than debenture them. By loaning money to ourselves
we keep project costs lower than they would be otherwise.
The 2022-2031 plan includes internally financed debt repayment for the Chatsworth Paramedic
Services base and Grey Gables’ roof and contributions to reserve for future long-term care
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redevelopment costs of $1.3 M per year as well as the anticipated debenture cost that will begin
in 2025 with the build of the Durham Paramedic Services base.
Capital funding to support the projects in the forecast comes from several sources including
grants and program funding from provincial and federal government, reserves, development
charges and the levy. Every effort is made to align spending plans with available resources in
order to avoid significant spikes in levy requirements.
Potential New Capital Spending
In addition to the projects identified in the 10-year capital forecast, other potential future budget
impacts that have not been costed include the following:
Affordable Housing, Homelessness Prevention and Supportive Housing








To address the waitlist for affordable housing, an estimated 600+ new affordable
housing/rent geared to income units would be required at a current cost of
$300,000/unit.
An estimated $200,000 annually is required for rent supplement assistance and the
aging housing portfolio will require an increase in funding.
County support for securing supportive housing facilities or to enable builds by other
partners would require new funding.
Current funding from the Province does not support the approximately $800,000
annually required to address the increase in the number of emergency stays, an out of
the cold program and additional outreach workers.
The 2021 budget includes 1% of levy funding dedicated to Affordable Housing that was
funded from the One-Time Funding Reserve. This will become a budget impact in 2022
at a cost of approximately $610,500.

Continuation/expansion of Grey Transit Route (GTR)





Extending the Grey Transit Route beyond 2025 at current service levels - $732,100 (at
2021 costs). This refers to the routes funded under the provincial grant and the Grey
Road 4 route that is funded by tax levy totaling $92,100 in the 2021 budget.
Enhancing the GTR to provide more routes or more trips on existing routes - TBD, 2022
budget request $223,000.
Providing the coverage currently funded to Southgate under a grant from the Province $154,000 (at 2021 costs with current level of service).

Road exchanges/connecting links


Entering into connecting link agreements or transferring road responsibilities will both
require an unknown amount of financial reconciliation.

Road improvements


Current 10-year capital requirements are based on construction cost and road condition
estimates and subject to fluctuations outside of the county’s control. A 10% increase in
construction costs for projects in the 2025 capital forecast would require an additional
$2,134,500. A catastrophic failure of 1 km of bridge would require approximately
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$1,000,000. A catastrophic failure of 1 km of road would require approximately between
$1,200,000 to $3,500,000 depending on the classification of the road.
Climate Change and Resiliency Investments






There are a number of opportunities identified in the draft Climate Change Action Plan to
implement strategies and actions to reduce the collective greenhouse gas emissions
both corporately and community wide.
o vehicle fleet and equipment electrification, energy efficiency retrofits on Countyowned buildings and investing in renewable energy at County properties.
There are many opportunities for community strategies
o energy efficiency retrofit programs for residential, commercial and industrial
buildings, establishing a green standard for new buildings, developing education
and awareness programs, electric vehicle charging stations, active transportation
infrastructure, creating a climate adaptation plan, collaborating with local
municipalities to support waste diversion, supporting our agricultural community
with various programs and initiatives and solar photovoltaic loan/incentive
programs.
To implement these strategies and actions, support from senior levels of government
and County funding would be required.

Social Services Modernization


The Province has undertaken a transformation in the way municipally delivered
provincial programs are delivered. The financial related impact of the Province’s plan to
modernize Social Services delivery is unknown.

Increased demand for Paramedic Services


Report PSR-CW-07-21 discusses the 12.7% increase in call volume in 2021 to June 30
as compared to 2020 and an increase of 3.4% over 2019. As the permanent/seasonal
population and visitors to Grey County increase, the call volume will also increase. The
costs of paramedic services are shared 50-50 with the province.

Healthcare Initiatives


The Healthcare Funding Taskforce is expected to provide recommendations regarding
future funding requirements later this fall. In addition to the hospitals’ equipment
requirements, Georgian College has launched a capital campaign for the new simulation
lab required for the BScN program that begins in Fall 2022.

Future Phase of Rockwood Terrace Redevelopment


As discussed with the Long-Term Care Redevelopment Committee on June 3,
2021, the estimated cost of completing the campus of care at the Durham site
and constructing the assisted living and seniors housing as phase two of the
redevelopment project is $48 million.
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Long Term Care Redevelopment
Grey County has been approved by the province to construct two 128 bed long term care
homes. One would replace the existing Rockwood Terrace in Durham which is required to be
replaced under the terms of its operating license with the province. The second would be
adjacent to the current Grey Gables in Markdale. It would add 62 beds to the current 66 on that
site. Only the 62 new beds would qualify for provincial funding support. CAOR-RD-09-21
provides updated project costing and annual debt scenarios based upon Colliers’ current
experience with market conditions.
The projects would require the County to borrow nearly $90 million on a 25-year term and
require at a minimum, an increase to the annual levy of $2.3 million or 4% at current spending
levels. Further implications are discussed later in this report.
The following tables are extracted from the report with the link to the full report provided below.

$400,000/bed financed at 3% interest
Grey Gables

Rockwood
Terrace

TOTAL

128 Bed Build

128 Bed Build

256 Bed
Builds

128

128

256

$400,000

$400,000

$400,000

$5,500,000

$5,500,000

$51,200,000

$56,700,000

$107,900,000

62

128

190

20.78

20.78

20.78

Medium home component

0.75

0.75

0.75

Total Construction Subsidy

21.53

21.53

21.53

22,630

46,720

69,350

25

25

25

Construction Cost
Beds to be Constructed
Estimated Build Cost per Bed
Site Improvement Costs* see below
Estimated Construction Cost
Beds Eligible for Construction Subsidy
Construction Subsidy Per Diem Per
Day
Base Per Diem (rural market amount)

Resident Days Per Year
Construction Subsidy (Years)
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Grey Gables

Rockwood
Terrace

TOTAL

128 Bed Build

128 Bed Build

256 Bed
Builds

$487,224

$1,005,882

$1,493,106

Total Construction Subsidy (25
years)

$12,180,598

$25,147,040

$37,327,638

Development Grant** see below

$29,246

$29,246

$29,246

$1,813,252

$3,743,488

$5,556,740

$51,200,000

$56,700,000

$107,900,000

Projected 2021 Year End Balance

-$8,580,639

-$8,580,639

2022 Contribution

-$1,361,000

-$1,361,000

2023 Contribution

-$1,361,000

-$1,361,000

2024 Contribution

-$1,361,000

-$1,361,000

$0

$0

$51,200,000

$44,036,361

$95,236,361

Less: Maximum Redevelopment
Grant for 128 + 62 beds

-$1,813,252

-$3,743,488

-$5,556,740

Principal Loan Amount

$49,386,748

$40,292,873

$89,679,621

$2,836,176

$2,313,934

$5,150,110

-$487,224

-$1,005,882

-$1,493,106

Annual Construction Subsidy

Total Development Grant
Financing Estimate for 256 Bed
Build
Estimated Construction Cost
Less: LTC Redevelopment Reserve

2025 assume will make debenture
payment

Annual Repayment (assuming 3%
interest with 25 year term)
Annual Construction Funding
Subsidy
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Annual Levy Requirement
Existing Levy Requirement

Levy Increase Required

Grey Gables

Rockwood
Terrace

TOTAL

128 Bed Build

128 Bed Build

256 Bed
Builds

$2,348,952

$1,308,052

$3,657,004

-$52,948

-$1,308,052

-$1,361,000

$2,296,004

$0

$2,296,004

*

Cost for site work (storm, sanitary, road, utilities, etc.) unknown at this time. A
provision of $5,500,000 has been included in order to calculate an estimated
financing cost and resulting levy increase

**

Development Grant - Ministry provides a maximum of $29,246 per eligible bed to a
maximum of $5,556,740. The development grant is 12% of the estimated
construction cost (in our scenario, construction costs exceed the 12%). Using an
assumed cost of $400,000 per bed, this means that at least $242,100 per bed
needs to be eligible expenditures to qualify for the development grant). Ineligible
expenditures include development charges, architect fees, building permits,
furniture/equipment not affixed to the building etc.
Any available funding from development charges has not been reflected in this
presentation as the DC study is still in progress.
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$400,000/bed financed at 4% interest
Grey Gables

Rockwood
Terrace

TOTAL

128 Bed Build

128 Bed Build

256 Bed
Builds

128

128

256

$400,000

$400,000

$400,000

$5,500,000

$5,500,000

$51,200,000

$56,700,000

$107,900,000

62

128

190

20.78

20.78

20.78

Medium home component

0.75

0.75

0.75

Total Construction Subsidy

21.53

21.53

21.53

22,630

46,720

69,350

25

25

25

$487,224

$1,005,882

$1,493,106

Total Construction Subsidy (25
years)

$12,180,598

$25,147,040

$37,327,638

Development Grant** see below

$29,246

$29,246

$29,246

$1,813,252

$3,743,488

$5,556,740

$51,200,000

$56,700,000

$107,900,000

Construction Cost
Beds to be Constructed
Estimated Build Cost per Bed
Site Improvement Costs* see below
Estimated Construction Cost
Beds Eligible for Construction Subsidy
Construction Subsidy Per Diem Per
Day
Base Per Diem (rural market amount)

Resident Days Per Year
Construction Subsidy (Years)
Annual Construction Subsidy

Total Development Grant
Financing Estimate for 256 Bed
Build
Estimated Construction Cost
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Grey Gables

Rockwood
Terrace

TOTAL

128 Bed Build

128 Bed Build

256 Bed
Builds

Less: LTC Redevelopment Reserve
Projected 2021 Year End Balance

-$8,580,639

-$8,580,639

2022 Contribution

-$1,361,000

-$1,361,000

2023 Contribution

-$1,361,000

-$1,361,000

2024 Contribution

-$1,361,000

-$1,361,000

$0

$0

$51,200,000

$44,036,361

$95,236,361

Less: Maximum Redevelopment
Grant for 128 + 62 beds

-$1,813,252

-$3,743,488

-$5,556,740

Principal Loan Amount

$49,386,748

$40,292,873

$89,679,621

$3,161,343

$2,579,226

$5,740,569

-$487,224

-$1,005,882

-$1,493,106

$2,674,119

$1,573,344

$4,247,462

$0

-$1,361,000

-$1,361,000

$2,674,119

$212,344

$2,886,462

2025 assume will make debenture
payment

Annual Repayment (assuming 4%
interest with 25 year term)
Annual Construction Funding
Subsidy
Annual Levy Requirement
Existing Levy Requirement

Levy Increase Required
*

Cost for site work (storm, sanitary, road, utilities, etc.) unknown at this time. A
provision of $5,500,000 has been included in order to calculate an estimated
financing cost and resulting levy increase

**

Development Grant - Ministry provides a maximum of $29,246 per eligible bed to a
maximum of $5,556,740. The development grant is 12% of the estimated
construction cost (in our scenario, construction costs exceed the 12%). Using an
assumed cost of $280,000 per bed, this means that at least $242,100 per bed
needs to be eligible expenditures to qualify for the development grant). Ineligible
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expenditures include development charges, architect fees, building permits,
furniture/equipment not affixed to the building etc.
Any available funding from development charges has not been reflected in this
presentation as the DC study is still in progress.
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Taking on additional debt comes with multiple considerations. It has a material impact on
the County’s financial sustainability, flexibility and vulnerability and FIR risk ratings. This
would impact the rates at which the County could borrow money in the future. Debt
repayment would require either a levy increase or service reductions and budget cuts in
other areas of County operations.
Increasing the levy has an impact on property taxes. The 2020 BMA study compared
property taxes as a percentage of household income. Of the six Grey County member
municipalities that participated, three showed property taxes as low compared to
household income, one as medium and two were high.

County Borrowing Limits
FR-CW-08-20 Debt Management Policy endorsed by County Council April 23, 2020 determined
that the County’s annual debt repayment should not exceed 10% of its own source revenue,
with this threshold also including any amounts borrowed internally. In 2021, the County’s
maximum debt given the current interest rate of 2.58% and a 25-year amortization period is
$140M or should the interest rate rise to 4.0% the maximum debt would be $120M.
As well as our internal policy, the Municipal Act, 2001 as amended, provides the authority and
imposes restrictions regarding a municipality’s ability to issue debt such that the annual principal
and interest payments do not exceed 25% of own source revenues. The 2021 Annual
Repayment Limit indicates that the County’s repayment limit is $18,518,534 (link to document
attached). At the current 25-year interest rate of 2.58%, County borrowing could not exceed
$338.3M. The 2021 ARL shows that the County currently has 3.74% utilized of the legislated
capacity
“Own source” revenues exclude upper level of government grants, deferred revenue, revenue
from other municipalities, gain or loss on the sale of land and capital assets, development
charges and donated tangible capital assets.
Annual Debt Repayment Limit Scenario (Based upon 2021 ARL)
The table below shows the impact of including the two long-term care redevelopment projects
on our capacity to take on new debt. Grey County would have approximately $1.79M debt room
available based its own 10% debt management target and would be within $13.3M of the
legislated annual repayment limit. To provide some context, barring significant revenue
increases, if Grey wished to utilize the $1.79M debt room, this would equate to borrowing $31M
at a 3% interest rate for 25 years or borrowing $21M at 3% for 15 years.

Determination of Annual Debt Limit

2021

Including
Future LTC
Asset Renewal
funded by Debt

Debt Charges for the Current Year
Principal
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Interest

$60,005

$3,647,190

$693,100

$6,433,669

$0

$1,493,106

$693,100

$4,930,563

$138,311,288

$139,804,394

$54,951,792

$56,444,898

$694,670

$694,670

$3,064,865

$3,064,865

$420,883

$420,883

$0

$0

$2,169,271

$2,169,271

$52,942

$52,942

$110,328

$110,328

Subtotal

$61,464,751

$62,957,857

Net Revenues

$76,846,537

$76,846,537

25% of Net Revenues

$19,211,634

$19,211,634

Estimated Annual Repayment Limit

$18,518,534

$14,271,071

Subtotal

Excluded Debt Charges
Payments for Long Term Commitments and Liabilities
financed from the consolidated statement of operations
Total Debt Charges

Total Revenues

Excluded Revenue Amounts
Ontario Grants, including Grants for Tangible Capital Assets
Canada Grants, including Grants for Tangible Capital
Assets
Deferred revenue earned (Canada Gas Tax)
Revenue from other municipalities
Gain/Loss on sale of land and capital assets
Deferred revenue earned (Development Charges)
Other Deferred Revenue
Other Revenue

Debt Management Policy Limit of 10% of Net Revenue
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Less: Estimated Net Debt Charges

$4,940,563

Less: Internal Borrowing or Unfinanced

$845,197

Less: Future Internal Debt Durham Paramedic Base

$107,000

Debt Room Limit Available at 10% Debt Management
Policy Limit

$1,791,894

Legal and Legislated Requirements
The Municipal Act, 2001, Ontario Regulation 302/02 defines the annual debt and financial
obligation limit for municipalities.
This Regulation provides the authority and imposes the restrictions concerning a municipality’s
ability to issue debt such that the annual principal and interest payments cannot exceed 25% of
“own source” revenues. The own source revenues exclude upper level of government grants,
development charges, gains or losses on disposal of assets and revenues from other
municipalities.

Financial and Resource Implications
As outlined in the report.

Relevant Consultation
☒

Internal staff from Finance, Planning and Housing departments, Chief Administrative
Officer

☐

External (list)

Appendices and Attachments
FR-CW-08-20 Debt Management Policy
2021 Annual Repayment Limit (based upon 2019 Financial Information Return)
2022-2031 10 Year Capital Forecast Summary
CAOR-RD-09- 21 Redevelopment project update
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

FR-CW-23-21

Title:

High Level Budget Assumptions and 2022 Budget Timelines

Prepared by:

Mary Lou Spicer

Reviewed by:

Kim Wingrove

Lower Tier(s) Affected:
Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report FR-CW-23-21 regarding 2022 High Level Budget Assumptions and
2022 Budget Timelines be received; and
2. That the proposed budget assumptions be incorporated into the draft 2022 County
of Grey budget for council’s consideration and direction; and
3. That the 2022 draft budget schedule be approved.

Executive Summary





The proposed high level 2022 draft budget assumptions for council’s consideration and
direction are outlined;
The 2022 corporate budget overview and the overall estimated 2022 funding
requirements will be presented on November 25, 2021;
The 2022 draft budget will be presented to Committee of the Whole (budget review
meeting) in January 2022 for consideration and approval;
The 2022 budget by-law be presented on February 10, 2022 for adoption.

Background and Discussion
FR-CW-23-21 provides high level budget assumptions and timelines for Council’s consideration
and direction in the development of the 2022 budget.
COVID-19 continues to be a significant influence on operations and the economy; it is difficult to
predict the impact on the 2022 budget and the levels of funding that may be required from upper
levels of government to assist with increased staffing, cleaning costs and personal protective
equipment. Staff will continue to monitor the situation and it is hoped that by bringing forward
the draft budget in January 2022 more information will be available.
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This report includes a list of 2022 budget assumptions as well as proposed budget timelines
which have been established with a target date of February 10, 2022 for the budget by-law to be
adopted.

2022 Budget Assumptions
General Assumptions


















Based on historical trends, annual assessment growth will be estimated at previous 5
year average. This growth estimate will be updated in the 2022 budget with the actual
growth results from MPAC’s return of the 2022 assessment roll.
Supplementary taxation to be estimated based on historical trends and MPAC’s
preliminary new assessment forecast, net of any write-offs
Utility costs to be projected based upon industry projections and the LAS AMO Business
Services commodity cost projections
Gas and diesel projected costs based upon current market conditions and current
consumption levels
Insurance costs increase to be updated with information from insurance providers as
becomes available
Salaries and benefits budgeted based on current negotiated contracts (or estimates if
contract expired or will expire in 2022), non-union and Council compensation to be
based on compensation formulas and comparison with current union negotiated
contracts
Provincial funding to be assumed to continue and the currently known and committed
levels, including any announced funding changes
Costs of providing provincially mandated services are based on Ministry regulations and
eligible expenditure guidelines and will be adjusted to reflect any funding adjustments
Continue to increase tax revenues by 1.21% for each year to phase in the funds required
as outlined in the Asset Management Strategy presented by Public Sector Digest in April
2021.
Continue to increase tax revenues by 1.00% each year to set aside funds for the
Attainable Housing fund (as recommended by the Affordable Housing Task Force
December 15, 2020 and funded for the 2021 budget from the One Time Funding
Reserve at the direction of Council on January 29, 2021)
Utilize Building Condition Assessments and Reserve Fund Analyses as a tool to assist in
determining project priorities and estimated costs to maintain County assets and funding
levels
Health Care Initiatives funding transfer to reserve to continue based on Council’s
approved recommendation that half of 1% of County level maximum per year for
contributions to capital construction projects of hospitals

COVID-19


Staffing levels for Long-Term Care budgeted to continue based on current Ministry
directives or any new directives and regulations that may be received before the draft
budget is finalized
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to remain at current levels and project to continue
into 2022 until public health and Ministry recommendations are adjusted
Budget for eligible activities to be funded from funds remaining from the Safe Restart
Agreement and Provincial COVID-19 Recovery Funding for Municipalities
Investment income to remain low. The reduction in investment income will reduce the
transfer to the One-Time Funding Reserve where, as per policy, any revenue that is
budgeted that exceeds 1% of the levy will be placed in this reserve to assist with nonrecurring expenditures.

Staff will continue to monitor budget assumptions based upon the most current information until
the budget is finalized for presentation to Committee of the Whole.

2022 Budget Timelines
It was hoped that the 2022 draft budget would return to a late November 2021 presentation date
as this allows departmental staff to move forward with procurement of capital projects.
However, with the uncertainty of the continued impact of COVID-19 on the human services’
budgets (Housing, Social Services, Long-Term Care and Paramedic Services) accompanied by
staffing changes in the Finance Department, staff determined that a January 2022 budget
presentation would allow staff with more time to review and analyze budget submissions.
The later budget presentation will also provide staff with the opportunity to utilize the 2022
Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) returned assessment roll and to confirm
the 2021 assessment growth. The 2022 budget timetable proposes a budget presentation to
Committee of the Whole in late January 2022 with a target budget approval date of February 10,
2022 where the by-law to adopt the estimates of revenues and expenditures for 2022 would be
presented for approval.
The County’s Purchasing Procedures provide staff with the ability to request Council’s
consideration of pre-budget approval where it is advantageous to move forward with
procurement prior to the approval of the annual budget. Section 10.1 c) of the County’s
Purchasing Procedure requires reporting to Council for any acquisition of goods or services that
is not already approved in the current year’s budget, such as items requiring pre-budget
approval or post-budget amendments. Procurement in advance of the adoption of the estimates
of revenues and expenditures by-law must be reported to Council in order to have the
expenditure authorized by resolution.

Budget Process
The 2022 budget process began with the updating of the Ten Year Capital Forecast; the 20222031 forecast was endorsed by County Council on July 22, 2021 and provided Council and the
public with Grey County’s anticipated capital expenditures over a 10 year planning horizon.
This forecast also directed staff to utilize the first year of the forecast to develop the draft 2022
budget for consideration by County Council.
The Information Technology, Finance and Human Resources Departments provide corporate
budget assumptions to departments for costs for technology, insurance, utilities, wage and
associated benefit numbers. Budget worksheets are provided by Finance staff in order that
departments can develop their 2022 operating and capital budget submissions. These
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worksheets contain the revenue and expenditures for the four prior years, four year averages,
current year budget, actuals to the last reporting date and a column for the 2022 proposed
budget.
Departmental staff involved in the budget process, the Director and the lead Finance staff
member review the draft budget and projected year end actuals; Finance uploads the data into
the County’s financial software and works with the department until the draft budget is ready for
review by the CAO and Director of Finance. The department, finance lead, CAO and Director of
Finance meet to review the budget with any recommended changes made before the corporate
draft budget is compiled.
Once all the departmental budget submissions have been completed, the overall 2022 draft
operating and capital budget submissions are reviewed with the Senior Management Team.
The Long-Term Care Committee of Management will see the proposed budgets under their
portfolio November 9, 2021.
The Director of Finance provides Council with a corporate budget overview and background in
order that Council is aware of the overall funds required in order to meet the proposed budgets
developed by staff and to provide any further direction prior to the draft budget being finalized.
Staff will prepare the budget summary and detail documents that are provided to Council and
posted on the County’s website in advance of the Committee of the Whole budget meeting to be
scheduled in late January 2022.

Budget Documents
The budget is presented with summary and detail documents; the summary is a high level
synopsis of the budget and highlights some of the significant changes, initiatives or impacts that
have been incorporated into the development of the budget. The budget detail document
provides additional detailed budget information for each department, along with departmental
summaries and costs for each line item.
The 2021 budget detail document also contains statistical information on weighted assessment,
average household income, reserves, asset consumption ratios, staffing, sources of revenue
etc. that supplements the departmental budget requests. Staff does not propose any significant
changes to the 2022 budget presentation. The 2022 draft budget includes $72,800 for the
acquisition of multi-user budget software and this will change the processes for staff involved in
the development of the 2023 draft budget.

Proposed 2022 Budget Timeline
Description

Target Date

Budget assumptions provided by Finance, HR and IT to
departments

August 30, 2021

Departments developing 2022 operating and capital budgets

August/September 2021

2022 Budget Notice of budget timelines posted on County’s
Website

October 7, 2021
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CAO, Director of Finance, Departmental Director and staff
review budget submission

October 2021

Senior Management Team reviews 2022 corporate operating
and capital budget submissions

November 2021

Presentation of draft budget to Long Term Care Committee of
Management

November 9, 2021

Director of Finance provides Council with 2022 corporate
budget overview and background

November 25, 2021

Finance and departmental staff finalize budget documents

November/December 2021

Provide proposed budget to Council and make public on
County Website

January 7, 2022

Committee of the Whole budget review meeting for
consideration and approval

Date to be determined (late
January 2022)

Present 2022 budget by-law for Council adoption

February 10, 2022

Legal and Legislated Requirements
Section 289 of the Municipal Act, 2001, as amended, provides for the following in regard to
annual budgets;
Yearly budgets, upper tier
(1) For each year, an upper-tier municipality shall, in the year or the immediately preceding
year, prepare and adopt a budget including estimates of all sums required during the
year for the purposes of the upper-tier municipality including,
a) Amounts sufficient to pay all debts of the upper-tier municipality falling due within
the year;
b) Amounts required to be raised for sinking funds or retirement funds;
c) Amounts in respect of debenture debt of lower-tier municipalities for the payment
of which the upper-tier is liable; and
d) Amounts required by law to be provided by the upper-tier municipality for any of
its local boards, excluding school boards
Exception
(1.1)

Despite subsection (1), a budget for a year immediately following a year in which a
regular election is held, may only be adopted in the year to which the budget applies.

Financial and Resource Implications
There is no financial impact above what has been approved in the 2021 budget.
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Relevant Consultation
☒

Internal Finance staff

☐

External (list)

Appendices and Attachments
2021 Budget Summary
2021 Budget Details
FR-CW-22-20 2021 Budget Timelines Report
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

FR-CW-21-21

Title:

Building Condition Assessments and Reserve Fund
Studies

Prepared by:

Amanda Brooks, Asset Management Coordinator

Reviewed by:

Mary Lou Spicer, Director of Finance

Lower Tier(s) Affected:

None

Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report FR-CW-21-21 regarding Building Condition Assessments and
Reserve Fund Studies be received; and
2. That staff utilize the Building Condition Assessments and Reserve Fund
Studies as a resource in developing asset management plans, capital
forecasts and annual budgets, as well as for long term planning.

Executive Summary
Building condition assessments are a critical tool in understanding the condition and
future maintenance requirements of building assets owned, operated, or provided
funding by Grey County. The information obtained by this project will be essential to
consider in the County’s future asset management planning, 10-year capital plans,
annual budgets, and all strategic decision-making regarding County buildings. The
anticipated costs, risks, and benefits of all actions proposed to be taken in managing
these assets will need to be considered in determining the optimal level of service to be
offered through these assets. Staff will utilize the information provided in the
deliverables from this project to aid Council in their decision making on project priorities
regarding County buildings.
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Background and Discussion
The County of Grey awarded RFP-CS-01-20 to WalterFedy in September 2020 for
consulting services including completing building condition assessments, calculating
facility condition indexes, and performing reserve fund studies and energy audits for 94
County building locations. The timeline of this project experienced some unforeseen
delays during completion caused by the covid-19 pandemic.
This study will assist County staff in gaining an improved understanding of the physical
condition of the County’s buildings and in projecting the long-term capital requirements
that are recommended to maintain these buildings to ensure they remain efficient,
functional, and structurally sound. The information gained during this project will be
integrated into the County’s CityWide Asset Manager software so that it can be fully
utilized in the County’s asset management planning and considered in the upcoming
2021 iteration of the Asset Management Plan that is scheduled to be presented later
this year.
The building condition assessment, the facility condition index, the reserve fund study,
and the energy audit included the following scope of work:
1. Conducting a detailed non-destructive assessment of each building element as
described in the proposal;
2. Identifying problem areas that require in-depth destructive testing for proper
evaluation of underlying defects;
3. Providing a prioritized list of components that require repairs, retrofits and
replacement of existing building elements;
4. Calculating the current and future value of building component replacements;
5. Developing and incorporating 30-year cash flow projections, which list each of
the identified elements that will require repairs, retrofits and replacement;
6. Identifying financial factors and assumptions to be used in the cash flow
projections;
7. Providing electronic copies of spreadsheets that can be used as a tool for County
staff to assist with capital and asset management planning;
8. Photographing examples of components and deficiencies and including
electronic copies within the reports;
9. Providing a reserve fund study that will project the future costs of capital repairs,
and a cash flow analysis of the reserve fund balance;
10. Calculating a facility condition index for each of the buildings using the facility
condition index industry standard;
11. Componentizing and categorizing all building elements in accordance with the
Uniformat II Level 3 classification system; and
12. Identifying potential energy saving items.
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The project was primarily overseen by the Finance department, but all building-owning
departments were heavily involved in leading the onsite visits, providing supporting
information, and in reviewing draft reports. All County buildings were included in the
study, which include the following portfolios (a comprehensive building list is provided in
the chart below with FCI data):








Administration General Portfolio
Childcare Portfolio
Economic Development, Tourism, and Culture Portfolio
Housing Portfolio
Long Term Care Portfolio
Paramedic Services Portfolio
Transportation Services Portfolio

As a subsidy provider, Grey County also orchestrated the completion of all deliverables
for non-profit housing sites as well and the reports and details have been provided to
the respective managers of these sites as a resource to help with their asset
management and financial planning.
Deliverables received for each building site from WalterFedy included detailed Building
Condition Assessment Reports providing a comprehensive analysis of all building
components and the ASHRAE Level I Energy Audit details and recommendations, a
thorough Vertical Transportation (elevator/lift) Due Diligence Report for sites where
relevant, a complete Capital Forecast Excel workbook for each site, and a Raw Data
Excel file for each building listing the building’s components as per Uniformat II Level 3
categorization.
The building condition assessment final reports included the following sections
containing detailed findings regarding all relevant building components:
 Substructure
 Building Exterior
 Building Interior
 Mechanical Services
 Electrical Services
 Site Features
Each component was evaluated and provided a condition rating (Excellent, Good, Fair
and Poor) and provided a replacement prioritization system (Life Safety, Structural
Integrity, Legislative Requirements, Building Functionality and Cost-Effective
Upgrades). As well, the reports provide information on component estimated useful
lifespans, the current remaining life, repair and replacement recommendations, and
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estimates of all associated costs. A sample report for a Housing building has been
linked at the end of this report for reference.

Assessments
The information gathered during this project will be used going forward in annual
budgets, 10-year capital plans, long term planning and asset management plans.
Please note however that the actual future plans for buildings within the County’s
portfolio may differ from the recommended plans per the study as the study makes
recommendations assuming the buildings will continue to be used in their current
capacities and does not consider potential sales, rebuilds, etc. as directed by Council.
The study provides third party objective recommendations based upon the current state
of the buildings and considers their current usages. It should also be noted that
recommendations are made assuming typical useful lifespans which may vary and
assumes that an excellent condition level is desired, and funds are not a concern. It
may be determined by decisionmakers that a near perfect condition level is not
attainable depending upon the level of service actually required by the building for its
intended use, and when considering the associated cost level of obtaining a high
condition level.
The facility condition index (FCI) is calculated as the percentage of the total renewal
and repair costs to the total building replacement cost, and therefore the smaller the
number the better the condition. If repairs are not undertaken, the FCI increases as the
condition of the building deteriorates. The following benchmarks are typical industry
standards used to indicate the overall building condition based on the FCI calculation:
0%-5%
5%-10%
10%-30%
>30%

= Good Condition
= Fair Condition
= Poor Condition
= Critical Condition

The overall FCI for each County-owned building and portfolio for 2021 and the 10-year
average FCI* for each building is listed in the chart below, as well as the associated
condition as per the FCI guidelines:

Property/Building Name

Location

Build
Year

Address

10 Year
Average
FCI*

10 Year
Average
Condition*

2021
FCI

2021
Condition

1900

0.18%

Good

6.54%

Fair

1998

0.13%

Good

2.62%

Good

Administration General
Portfolio
Morrison Building

Owen Sound

POA Storage Building

Owen Sound

FR-CW-21-21

509 9th
Avenue East
595 9th
Avenue East
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Property/Building Name

Location

Administration Building

Owen Sound

Administration Garage

Owen Sound

Administration Salt Shed
Overall Administration
General Portfolio
Average

Owen Sound

Build
Year
1960,
2018

Address
595 9th
Avenue East
595 9th
Avenue East
595 9th
Avenue East

10 Year
Average
FCI*

10 Year
Average
Condition*

2021
FCI

2021
Condition

0.32%

Good

2.58%

Good

1980

1.03%

Good

21.73%

Poor

2007

0.00%

Good

20.36%

Poor

0.33%

Good

10.77%

Poor

1998

1.26%

Good

9.93%

Fair

2002

0.00%

Good

8.55%

Fair

Long Term Care - Grey
Gables Portfolio
Grey Gables

Markdale

Grey Gables - Garage

Markdale

206 Toronto
Street South
206 Toronto
Street South

Owen Sound

875 6th Street
East

1973

0.44%

Good

4.35%

Good

Durham

875 Saddler
Street

1984

0.48%

Good

7.91%

Fair

0.55%

Good

7.69%

Fair

2004

0.30%

Good

10.67%

Poor

2009

0.00%

Good

3.67%

Good

1907

0.00%

Good

0.51%

Good

2009

0.21%

Good

1.83%

Good

1972

0.59%

Good

6.13%

Fair

2010

0.27%

Good

0.54%

Good

1892

1.15%

Good

3.41%

Good

1992

0.99%

Good

2.24%

Good

1971

0.00%

Good

4.88%

Good

1843

2.87%

Good

9.82%

Fair

1981

0.51%

Good

1.28%

Good

2009

0.08%

Good

9.97%

Fair

2014

0.00%

Good

1.17%

Good

2017

0.00%

Good

2.56%

Good

0.50%

Good

4.19%

Good

Long Term Care - Lee
Manor Portfolio
Lee Manor
Long Term Care Rockwood Terrace
Portfolio
Rockwood Terrace
Overall Long Term Care
Portfolio Average

Heritage Portfolio
Grey Roots Museum and
Archives
Grey Roots - Bandstand
Grey Roots - Barn
Grey Roots - George Rice
Blacksmith Shop
Grey Roots - Pioneer Log
Blacksmith Shop
Grey Roots - Moore &
Muir Engine Works
Grey Roots - Farm House
Grey Roots - Bluewater
Garage
Grey Roots - Log Cabin
Grey Roots - Log House
Grey Roots - Herb Miller
Sawmill
Grey Roots - School
House
Grey Roots - Historic
Machinery & Equip. Bldg.
Grey Roots - Orange Hall
Overall Heritage
Portfolio Average
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Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs
Georgian
Bluffs

102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
102599 Grey
Road 18
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Property/Building Name
Economic Development
Portfolio

Location

Build
Year

Address

2021
FCI

2021
Condition

10 Year
Average
FCI*

10 Year
Average
Condition*

Sydenham Hub

Owen Sound

1130 8th
Street East

1967

0.58%

Good

3.20%

Good

Childcare Portfolio
Ontario Early Years
Centre

Hanover

519 9th Street

1976

0.39%

Good

6.40%

Fair

2003

0.18%

Good

9.17%

Fair

2012

0.14%

Good

3.71%

Good

2019

0.06%

Good

0.56%

Good

0.13%

Good

4.48%

Good

1975

1.37%

Good

9.18%

Fair

1978

0.98%

Good

8.02%

Fair

2015

0.50%

Good

0.50%

Good

2000

0.07%

Good

12.32%

Poor

2006

0.00%

Good

1.09%

Good

1992

0.03%

Good

6.59%

Fair

1978

1.15%

Good

7.83%

Fair

1983

0.00%

Good

3.05%

Good

1995

0.00%

Good

20.41%

Poor

1987

0.21%

Good

30.73%

Critical

1985

0.09%

Good

5.43%

1975

22.99%

Poor

32.78%

2010

0.00%

Good

1.43%

Good

1984

6.76%

Fair

7.64%

Fair

2010

0.00%

Good

1.47%

Good

Paramedic Services
Portfolio
Paramedic Services Base
- Owen Sound
Paramedic Services Base
- Craigleith
Paramedic Services Base
- Chatsworth
Overall Paramedic
Services Portfolio
Average
Transportation Services
Portfolio
Patrol Yard A - Patrol A
Portfolio
Patrol Yard A - Chatsworth
Depot Main Office/Garage
Patrol Yard A - Chatsworth
Depot Sand Dome
Patrol Yard A - Chatsworth
Depot Salt Shed
Patrol Yard A - Chatsworth
Depot Bridge Crew Shed
Patrol Yard A - Chatsworth
Depot Storage Shed
Patrol Yard B - Patrol B
Portfolio
Patrol Yard B - Clarksburg
Depot Main Office/Garage
Patrol Yard B - Clarksburg
Depot Salt & Cold Pack
Asphalt Shed
Patrol Yard B - Clarksburg
Depot Salt Dome
Patrol Yard B - Clarksburg
Depot Carpentry Shop
Patrol Yard B - Kimberly
Salt Dome
Patrol Yard B - Markdale
Dome
Patrol Yard B - Meaford
Storage Shed
Patrol Yard C - Patrol C
Portfolio
Patrol Yard C - Ayton
Depot Main Office/Garage
Patrol Yard C - Ayton
Depot Sand Dome
Patrol Yard C - Ayton
Depot Salt Shed

FR-CW-21-21

Owen Sound
Craigleith
Chatsworth

1211, 3rd
Avenue, East
796338 Grey
Road 19
317157
Highway 6&10

Chatsworth

317157
Highway 6&10
317157
Highway 6&10
317157
Highway 6&10
317157
Highway 6&10
317157
Highway 6&10

Clarksburg

827489 Grey
Road 40

Chatsworth
Chatsworth
Chatsworth
Chatsworth

Clarksburg
Clarksburg
Clarksburg
Kimberly
Markdale
Meaford

Ayton
Ayton
Ayton

827489 Grey
Road 40
827489 Grey
Road 40
827489 Grey
Road 40
235409 Grey
Road 13
075238 Grey
Road 12
138143 Grey
Road 112

112735 Grey
Road 3
112735 Grey
Road 3
112735 Grey
Road 3
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Property/Building Name
Patrol Yard C - Ayton
Depot Storage Shed

Location
Ayton

Patrol Yard C - Egremont
Salt Shed

Southgate

Build
Year

Address
112735 Grey
Road 3
123066
Southgate Rd
12

10 Year
Average
FCI*

10 Year
Average
Condition*

2021
FCI

2021
Condition

2014

0.00%

Good

0.00%

Good

2000

0.88%

Good

1.15%

Good

1900,
1960,
1991

2.40%

Good

7.98%

Fair

1981

14.78%

Poor

14.94%

Poor

1988

3.24%

Good

9.01%

Fair

2005

0.00%

Good

12.84%

Poor

2.64%

Good

9.26%

Fair

1981

3.00%

Good

7.84%

Fair

1970

1.17%

Good

11.75%

Poor

1975

0.34%

Good

7.83%

Fair

1979

1.56%

Good

8.37%

Fair

1970

2.52%

Good

11.62%

Poor

1970

0.68%

Good

15.37%

Poor

1970

0.88%

Good

14.76%

Poor

Patrol Yard D - Patrol D
Portfolio
Patrol Yard D - Dundalk
Depot Main Office/Garage
Patrol Yard D - Dundalk
Sand Dome
Patrol Yard D - Feversham
Salt & Sand Dome
Patrol Yard D - Flesherton
Portable Salt Shed
Overall Transportation
Services Portfolio
Average

Dundalk
Dundalk
Feversham

Flesherton

170 Glenelg
Street
170 Glenelg
Street
494140 Grey
Road 2
104
Collingwood
Street East

Housing Properties
50 McNab
Street
130 Rowes
Lane
40 Artemesia
St.
181 Victoria
St.
167-173 Bruce
St 292-294
Queen St S
248 Queen St.
South

Pleasant View Apartments

Chatsworth

Duniere Apartments

Dundalk

Highview Apt.

Dundalk

Victoria Apt.

Dundalk

Family Units

Durham

Riverside Apt.

Durham

Twin Pines Apt.

Durham

Old Mill Apt.

Durham

315 Bruce St.
208 Queen St.
South

1973

4.00%

Good

16.49%

Poor

Flesherton Apartments

Flesherton

43 Hill St.

1968

10.62%

Poor

30.30%

Critical

214 11th Ave Apartments

Hanover

214 11th Ave

1970

0.75%

Good

9.72%

Fair

481 11 St. Apartments

Hanover

481 11th St.

1974

1.76%

Good

15.51%

Poor

The Pines

Hanover

1979

4.35%

Good

11.01%

Poor

Family Units

Hanover

1969

4.91%

Good

10.41%

Poor

Parkside Apartments

Holstein

250 12th Ave
Various 14th
Street
392051 Grey
Road 109

1980

0.69%

Good

9.31%

Fair

Maple Apt.

Markdale

41 Mark St.

1970

1.09%

Good

19.51%

Poor

Argyle Apt.

Markdale

1972

9.45%

Fair

20.69%

Poor

Fairview Apt.

Markdale

1975

4.57%

Good

16.91%

Poor

Family Units

Meaford

99 Argyle St.
100 Margaret
Elizabeth Ave
116-118
Collingwood
St, 74-88 Paul
St

1969

1.76%

Good

8.93%

Fair

Georgian Apt.

Meaford

1969

2.73%

Good

14.22%

Poor

Riverview Apt.

Meaford

157 Nelson St.
17 Legion
Road

1971

0.92%

Good

15.16%

Poor
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Property/Building Name

Location

Fairview Apt.

Meaford

Golden Town Manor

Meaford

Albert Place
Victoria Village townhomes

Meaford

Build
Year

Address

2021
FCI

2021
Condition

10 Year
Average
FCI*

10 Year
Average
Condition*

1976

0.75%

Good

13.01%

Poor

1985

2.72%

Good

11.03%

Poor

1991

1.61%

Good

11.03%

Poor

Meaford

159 Parker St.
121 William
Street
130 Albert
Street
80 Victoria
Street

1991

2.58%

Good

11.46%

Poor

Rockview Apt

Owen Sound

248 7th Ave E

1969

1.94%

Good

23.04%

Poor

Kiwanis Apt.

Owen Sound

1968

0.70%

Good

6.30%

Fair

Twin Pines Apt.

Owen Sound

490 7th Ave E
650 4th St. "A"
E

1971

3.49%

Good

9.69%

Fair

Mill Road Apt.

Owen Sound

225 14th St. W

1973

1.50%

Good

11.64%

Poor

Parkway Apt.

Owen Sound

305 14th St. W

1977

1.72%

Good

5.50%

Fair

Family Units

Owen Sound

1969

0.96%

Good

4.77%

Good

Family Units

Owen Sound

1967

0.48%

Good

7.92%

Fair

Westmount Family Units

Owen Sound

1954

1.97%

Good

9.01%

Fair

Family Units

Owen Sound

Alpha Street
16th St, 7th,
and 8th Ave
West
1300's 7th and
8th Ave West
11th Ave E,
11th, 12th,
15th St East

1974

2.43%

Good

5.99%

Fair

Maple Villa Apt.

Thornbury

81 Bruce St.

1974

1.52%

Good

12.09%

Poor

Lemon Courts Apt.
Overall Housing
Portfolio Average

Thornbury

85 Lemon St.

1977

0.91%

Good

12.14%

Poor

2.37%

Good

12.30%

Poor

1.43%

Good

9.87%

Fair

Overall Non-Profit
Housing Properties
Average

*In order to examine how the condition of the building may change, the 10-year average
FCI is calculated assuming a “worst case” scenario where no investment is made to the
building going forward. The annual FCI being used to calculate the 10-year average is
therefore continuing to worsen (i.e., the percentage value will increase) over the next 10
years. In reality, necessary funds are being allocated as per the County’s 10-Year
Capital Plan to projects as required to keep County buildings at the condition level
needed for providing their respective services.
The three buildings that were determined to have a “Poor” FCI in 2021 are unique
scenarios and are all planned to be addressed as needed. In the Transportation
Services portfolio, the Meaford Shed is functioning as needed without the
recommended new exterior metal cladding that is significantly contributing to the high
current FCI, and the Dundalk Sand Dome is planned to be decommissioned upon the
Patrol D new facility construction. In Housing, the Flesherton Apartments are scheduled
for significant kitchen, bath, and siding renovations occurring in 2021 and 2022 as per
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the 10-Year Capital Plan that were not yet completed at the time of the study and
therefore were not considered in the assigned 2021 FCI.

Legal and Legislated Requirements
O. Reg 588/17 requires municipalities to prepare a comprehensive asset management
plan for all asset classes, with the requirement that non-core assets such as buildings
be included in every Ontario municipality’s asset management plan on or before July 1,
2024. The building condition assessment information will be used to address this
requirement.

Financial and Resource Implications
The Building Condition Assessment and Reserve Fund Studies have been developed
as a tool to assist in the development of future annual budgets, capital forecasts, long
term planning and provides documentation to support the County’s Asset Management
Plan. In calculating the 1.21% tax levy increase proposed in the 2020 Asset
Management Strategy for all asset categories that was presented to Council in April
2021, entire building assets were assumed to be replaced at their expected end of
useful life at their total replacement costs. With the estimated replacement costs and
replacement dates provided in the building condition assessments, this information will
be utilized to develop a more refined plan for the replacement of individual building
components.
Planning for future expenditures when building components reach the end of their useful
life is important to ensure sufficient funding is available to allow these buildings to
remain efficient, functional, and structurally sound. By planning for these future repairs,
retrofits, and replacements as accurately as possible and understanding that
unexpected projects can occur, the objective is to avoid funding shortfalls and large
increases in the annual budget requirement or building failures.
It is recommended that staff continue to utilize the Building Condition Assessments and
Reserve Fund Studies as a resource in developing capital forecasts and annual
budgets, as well as a critical resource in the County’s asset management planning and
long term financial planning. The proposed costs, risks, and benefits of all actions
proposed to be taken in managing these assets will need to be considered in
determining the optimal level of service to be offered through these assets. Staff will
utilize this information to aid Council in their decision making on project priorities
regarding County buildings.
The 2020-2021 building condition assessments, facility condition indexes, reserve fund
studies, and energy audits work was awarded to WalterFedy for a total of $280,470
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excluding taxes in September 2020. This project has been approved for the maximum
amount of $50,000 of funding available through the Municipal Asset Management
Program (MAMP) funded by the Government of Canada and delivered by the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM). The remainder of this project was funded
from levy and $125,000 in Federal Gas Tax Funding.

Relevant Consultation
☐

Internal: All building-owning departments

☐

External: WalterFedy, non-profit housing managers

Appendices and Attachments
Final Report - Fairview Apartments 100 Margaret Elizabeth Avenue Markdale
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Council Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

CAOR-CW-10-21

Title:

Grey Transit Route Year in Review

Prepared by:

Stephanie Stewart, Manager, Community Transportation

Reviewed by:

Kim Wingrove, CAO

Lower Tier(s) Affected:

Grey County wide

Status:

Recommendation
1. That report CAOR-CW-10-21 Grey Transit Route Year in Review be

received, and;
2. That $223,000 to enhance the Grey Transit Route be considered as part of the 2022 budget
deliberations.

Executive Summary
Despite the challenges brought by the pandemic, the Grey Transit Route (GTR) has held its own during
its first year in service. While ridership numbers are low, they are consistent and certain routes have
seen strong growth. For some, access to transportation has made a profound difference to their quality
of life. The province has extended Grey County’s grant funding to 2025. Council is asked to consider the
merits of expanding the current GTR service. An enhanced service level would provide residents with
more access to affordable and reliable transportation which should result in ridership growth and truer
test of the potential of rural transportation services in Grey County.

Background and Discussion
The GTR, like all transit agencies, experienced a tough year due to pandemic regulations. Transit
agencies were asked to reduce seating capacities, enforce social distance requirements, and promote
essential travel only. These regulations significantly impacted ridership as capacities were reduced and
marketing was put on hold. Additionally, ridership was impacted because many people worked from
home, were avoiding public places and key destinations were closed. The GTR passively promoted the
service during the past year, but since May of 2021 the GTR has been actively promoting the service
through newspaper ads, digital display ads, radio commercials, in person promotions and on social
media. Over the next year the GTR aims to capture the attention of youth, employees, employers, those
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wishing to attend medical appointments and engage in social activities. A detailed overview of the GTR’s
marketing efforts can be found in Appendix B
The GTR’s success comes from being seen as an affordable and reliable service. Throughout the year the
GTR enhanced service by accepting cash on all routes, modified stop locations and stop times and added
bike racks to all buses. Additionally, the GTR partnered with the Town of Shelburne to offer weekend
service between Dundalk and Orangeville for a 5-month pilot, and the GTR partnered with South Bruce
Peninsula and Bruce County to offer service to Sauble Beach for the summer months in 2021.
Over the past twelve months the GTR received feedback through driver interactions, community
outreach, community stakeholders, phone calls, emails and most recently a service improvement
survey. While residents appreciate the service, they expressed a need for more days of service and
additional stop locations. This will be critical to the GTR’s ability to significantly increase ridership in the
future.
To better meet the needs of the public, the GTR needs to operate seven days a week between Owen
Sound and Orangeville, seven days a week between Owen Sound and Blue Mountains, five days a week
between Owen Sound and Wiarton and five days a week between Flesherton and Hanover. Ridership
statistics, survey results, ridership feedback, call volume, and website clicks can be found in Appendix A
In conclusion, this has been a successful year, while many transit agencies lost riders, the GTR built
positive relationships and obtained riders. In order to keep the positive momentum, staff recommend
an additional financial investment of $ 223,000 in 2022 to increase the GTR’s operating days for a oneyear pilot. The province has allowed the use of savings from previous years to be used an offset, making
the service level increase at this level of investment possible. Throughout the pilot feedback will be
gathered to determine the feasibility and need for the additional service. A detailed financial breakdown
can be found under Financial and Resource Implications.

Next Steps





The Grey Transit Route will continue to monitor and obtain feedback from riders to improve
service over the next few years.
With Council support, the Grey Transit Route will include $ 223,000 into the 2022 budget to add
additional days of service to the GTR.
If County Council approves additional funding during the 2022 budget process, the GTR will
actively promote the additional service.
Grey County staff have consulted Bruce County and Brockton staff regarding continuing the
route to Walkerton. Bruce County and Brockton staff have noted the expense and will bring it
forward to their respective Councils

Legal and Legislated Requirements
None.
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Financial and Resource Implications
On June 28, 2021 the province announced that the Community Transportation projects would receive an
additional $1,231,456.78 over two years. The Township of Southgate is eligible to receive funding of up
to $153,548.56 per year in 2023-24 and 2024-25 for a total of up to $307,097.12 over two years. The
County of Grey is eligible to receive funding of up to $462,179.83 per year in 2023-24 and 2024-25 for a
total of up to $924,359.66 over two years.

Route

Current Operating Days

1 - Owen Sound to
Dundalk
2 - Dundalk to
Orangeville
3 - Owen Sound to
Meaford
4 - Meaford to Blue
Mountains
5 - Owen Sound to
Wiarton
6 - Owen Sound to
Hanover

5 days per week
Monday - Friday
5 days per week
Monday - Friday
5 days per week
Wednesday - Sunday
5 days per week
Wednesday - Sunday
3 days per week
Tuesday - Thursday
2 days per week
Monday & Friday

Proposed Operating Days

Trips Per Day
(Current and Proposed)

Proposed 2022 Cost to
Grey County (Including
HST)

7 days per week & Holidays

3

$ 33,000

7 days per week & Holidays

4

$0

7 days per week & Holidays

6

$ 32,000

7 days per week & Holidays

4

$ 23,000

3

$0

4

$ 135,000

5 days per week & Holidays
Monday - Friday
5 days per week & Holidays
Monday - Friday

$ 223,000
Notes:
Route 5: It is estimated that the Provincial Grant will cover the full cost of the additional services.
Route 6: This route is outside the scope of the Provincial Grant and relies fully on another funding source.

The cost to Grey County in 2022 is net of offsetting funds available from previous year savings. Should
the County decide to continue with the increased level of service in future years and no other grant
funding be available, the cost of the service is estimated to increase by $650,000 in 2023 and $840,000
in 2024.

Relevant Consultation
Community stakeholders
Residents
Employment agencies
Employers
Grey County Finance Department
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Appendices and Attachments
Appendix A
GTR Ridership Stats, Ridership by Stop
June 2021 Survey Results, June 2021 Survey Results - Raw Data
Ridership Feedback / Good News
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Website Clicks
Month

Grey.ca/GTR

Booking Site

September 2020

2,394

318

October 2020

1,615

313

November 2020

1,165

335

December 2020

1,540

385

January 2021

686

179

February 2021

878

198

March 2021

1,312

340

April 2021

810

213

May 2021

1,639

333

June 2021

1,726

372

Total

13,765

2,986

Phone Call Volume
350

233

250
189

200

167
136

150
100

306

282

300

255

163
132

86

50
0
Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21
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Appendix B
GTR Marketing and Promotions

Digital Display Ads - Postmedia
• April to July 2021
Social Media Campaign
• September to December 2021

Radio
• Country 93 - May 10 – July 3, 2021
• Country 105 - July 3 to October 9, 2021

In Person
• December 2020
• Promoted all GTR services
• July 2021
• Promoted additional service to Sauble Beach
Newspaper
• GBTW
• May 6 & 20, June 3 & 17, July 1 & 15, Aug 5 & 19
• The Sun Times
• May 11 & 25, June 8 & 22, July 6 & 27, Aug 10 & 24
• The Post
• May 13 & 27, June 10 & 24, July 8 & 22, Aug 12 & 26
• Dundalk Herald & Flesherton Advance
• June 30 & August 25
• Shelburne Free Press
• July 8 & September 9
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

Aug 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

TR-CW-16-21

Title:

Feversham Sand Dome Update

Prepared by:

Pat Hoy, Director of Transportation Services

Reviewed by:

Kim Wingrove

Lower Tier(s) Affected:

Municipality of Grey Highlands

Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report TR-CW-16-21 regarding the Feversham Dome be received; and
2. That Grey County staff be directed to send a letter to the Municipality of Grey
Highlands, providing notice of termination of the existing co-ownership
agreement; and
3. That staff be directed to negotiate a purchase and sale of land agreement with
Grey Highlands regarding the Feversham Dome (located at 494140 Grey Road 2;
PIN: 37262-0063) and accompanying land at fair market value; and
4. That a bylaw be brought back to a future Council meeting to give final approval to
the sale.

Executive Summary
The Feversham Dome is located at 494140 Grey Road 2 (Con 8, Part Lot 15 RP 17R2721; Part
1). Since the County ceased to use the site in 2012, it has continued to pay a significant portion
of the operating costs while expressing multiple times that it no longer requires the facility. This
effort has been hampered by a 2002 agreement that was written with the perspective that Grey
County would never leave the site and wished to prevent Grey Highlands from assuming it.
Recently, the dome again developed numerous rips in the fabric cover which cannot be repaired
because the materials are no longer available. It is recommended that the County no longer
invest into the structure apart from the demolition costs and seek to sell the vacant property to
Grey Highlands at fair market value.

TR-CW-16-21
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Background and Discussion
The Feversham sand dome, is a metal frame building with a fabric cover, was constructed in
1988 on Grey County property. The cost of the facility was $129,980.00 and additional site work
amounted to $92,500.
In 1990 a By-Law was passed to construct the Feversham sand dome in partnership with the
former Osprey Township, with a 45 percent Osprey and 55 percent Grey County cost sharing.
This arrangement was formalized in an agreement from June 1990.
In 2002, after amalgamation, Grey Highlands and Grey County entered into a revised
agreement regarding the shared ownership and maintenance of the Feversham sand dome.
The cost sharing continued as 45 percent Grey Highlands and 55 percent Grey County. The
County owns title to the land and the dome and shares the usage of the dome with the
municipality. During the term of the agreement the dome is to be maintained by the County and
45% of the cost billed to the Municipality. The agreement includes a termination clause that
requires 36-months’ notice. In the event of a termination Grey County may purchase Grey
Highlands share for 45 percent of the remaining value. The agreement has no provision if Grey
wanted to relinquish ownership. It also contained no expiry or renewal dates.
In 2009, the dome fabric was inspected, and it was recommended that the fabric be replaced
within the next year.
In 2010, the County advised Grey Highlands that the fabric required replacement and the
County preferred to construct a new wooden structure to replace the sand dome. There was
some preliminary discussion regarding a new shared facility at this time.
In December 2012, a rip in the fabric was observed. Grey County obtained a quote (based on a
photograph) from a contractor to complete an emergency repair. The quotation was discussed
with Grey Highlands and it was agreed to have the work completed. It was noted that
considering the age of the fabric, the repair would not be guaranteed.
In January 2013, the contractor arrived on site and determined that the rip was more extensive
than the work they anticipated. A slightly higher quote was provided and agreed upon by both
Grey Highlands and Grey County.
Grey County forces removed the remainder of the fabric for safety reasons. The cost for this
work was over $5,000.
The insurance company was made aware of the original rip in December 2012, and when the
rip increased in April 2013. They completed an Engineer’s Report that verified that the
structural components were sound.
Reports TR-TAPS-34-13 and TR-TAPS-30-14 resulted in a new repair to the structure in 2015
of approx. $130,000 and the County’s deductible was $10,000.
TR-TAPS-04-16 and the corresponding addendum resulted in the following motion:
WHEREAS the Municipality of Grey Highlands and the County of Grey have an
agreement regarding the cost sharing of the sand/salt storage structure located at
494140 Grey Road 2, Pt. Lot 15, Concession VIII; RP 17R2721 Pt1, former
Township of Osprey, the Municipality of Grey Highlands;
TR-CW-16-21
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AND WHEREAS the County owns the land and no longer requires the sand/salt
storage structure;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT Addendum To Report TR-TAPS-04-16
regarding the termination of the agreement with the Municipality of Grey
Highlands be received;
AND THAT staff be directed to send a letter to the Municipality of Grey Highlands
indicating that the County of Grey wishes to enter into negotiations to terminate
the existing agreement and negotiate a sale of the property to the Municipality of
Grey Highlands.
In 2017, Grey again communicated with Grey Highlands that Feversham was no longer required
for County operations (letter attached).
In the spring of 2018 Grey County forwarded Grey Highlands another letter indicating its desire
to leave the site. Grey Highlands staff was agreeable to working out an agreement, however no
response from Grey Highlands Council was ever received. During this time, Grey Highlands
County Councilors indicated that the Feversham site would be a good location for a future
paramedic base and asked that Grey County investigate alternatives for the home of the future
base. Prior to completion of the discussions involving a future paramedic base, the dome
developed another rip again in late 2018. There was no further resolution on the potential use
of the site as a paramedic base.
Grey County repaired the dome in 2019 at a cost of $17,886. At this point Grey was also
encountering difficulty in finding a suitable site for a future Patrol D depot and thought
Feversham dome may be needed to supplement routes if the future site were a significant
distance west of Flesherton.
The dome ripped again in late 2020. At this time, Grey and Grey Highlands both agreed that
more repairs would no longer be a good investment.
With a potential Transportation Services depot farther west than Flesherton, the Feversham
dome would remain rarely used based on the current routes. It would be more cost effective to
employ a spare truck or purchase sand/salt loads occasionally from Grey Highlands during
extreme snow events as compared to the cost of construction and ongoing maintenance of an
infrequently used site.

The Dome Agreement
The provisions of the existing agreement say that if co-ownership is to end, then Grey County
will continue to own the property and will pay out Grey Highlands for its share of it. It doesn’t
address the scenario where Grey Highlands would buy the property and pay out Grey County’s
share.
These are the relevant clauses on the buy-out scenario:
Until otherwise agreed the cost of maintenance shall be borne as follows:
By the “County”

55%

By the “Municipality

45%
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5. Either party may terminate this agreement with 36 months’ notice in writing
addressed to the respective Clerk of the Municipality. If either party shall terminate
the agreement, the “County” shall pay to the “Municipality” an amount equal to the
“Municipality’s” share of the capital cost as determined by an independent appraiser.
The said sum shall be paid to the “Municipality” on the termination of the agreement,
i.e. 36 months from the date of giving notice of termination. If the “County” and the
“Municipality” cannot agree on an appraiser, than an arbitrator is to be appointed
pursuant to the arbitration's act.
The agreement also provides for a process to adjust the ownership percentage .
6. The percentage of ownership may change based on actual usage by both parties. The
actual usage by both parties will be monitored yearly. By mutual agreement by both
parties, either party can increase the percentage of ownership. The cost will be based on
the percentage of the yearly maintenance cost and not the capital costs.
However, the yearly ownership process review has never been completed, and no agreement
has been made to change the ownership percentage. In some years, typically due to new
staffing issues, Grey Highlands was not billed by Grey County for their share of the
maintenance work. Since 2013 Grey has paid $29,972 *(84%) while Grey Highlands has paid
$5,805 (16%). It should be noted that Grey County has not used the facility since 2012. Based
on the agreement one party could own 100% of the structure, and considering the use, the
structure should be 100% owned by Grey Highlands.

Legal and Legislated Requirements
Under the current agreement, the County may terminate the co-ownership on 36 months’ notice.
If the County gives that notice, and no other terms are agreed, then it is obliged to pay to Grey
Highlands “an amount equal to [Grey Highlands] capital cost as determined by an independent
appraiser” and assume full ownership of the property.
Council may agree to sell the property to Grey Highlands on mutually satisfactory terms. Such a
sale may include resolution of uncertainties arising from the current agreement, including the
ownership interest payout.

Financial and Resource Implications
In order to determine a current fair market value for the land, it is recommended that Grey
County have an appraisal completed at our cost. Grey County staff have no reason to believe
that further environmental investigations should be completed, however this will be discussed
with Grey Highlands.
A quote for demolition and disposal of the existing structure will be obtained to confirm a staff
estimate of $40,000. Based on the terms of the agreement responsibility for the expenses
would be apportioned as: Grey (55% of cost) = $22,000 and Grey Highlands (45% of cost) =
$18,000
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Relevant Consultation
☒

Internal (list)

☐

External (list)

Clerk’s Office, Legal Services

Appendices and Attachments
Attachments: Agreement with the Municipality of Grey Highlands
Feversham Depot Air Photo
Feversham Dome Air Photo
2018 Letter to Grey Highlands
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

Addendum to PDR-CW-18-20 Final Report

Title:

Final Report Boynton Court (formerly known as 61 Alfred Street
West Subdivision) 42T-2019-03

Prepared by:

Stephanie Lacey-Avon

Reviewed by:

Randy Scherzer

Lower Tier(s) Affected:

Town of The Blue Mountains

Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report Addendum to PDR-CW-18-20 be received; and
2. That all written and oral submission received for subdivision 42T-2019-03, known
as Boynton Court (formerly known as 61 Alfred Street West) were considered; the
effect of which helped to make an informed recommendation and decision; and
3. That in consideration of the draft plan of subdivision application 42T-2019-03,
consisting of eighteen (18) total units, including ten (10) semi-detached units and
two (2) townhouse blocks (8 townhouse units) on lands described as 61 Alfred
Street West, in the geographic Town of Thornbury, Town of The Blue Mountains,
the Grey County Committee of the Whole approves the plan of subdivision subject
to the conditions set out in the Notice of decision.

Executive Summary
The County received a plan of subdivision application known as Boynton Court (formerly known
as Alfred Street), County file number 42T-2019-03, to create eighteen (18) total units, with five
semi-detached lots (10 units) and two townhouse blocks (8 units) within the settlement area of
Thornbury. The lots will be further sub-divided at a future date through Part-lot Control By-law.
The units will connect onto Victoria Street South via a cul-de-sac. Servicing for the proposed
subdivision will be via municipal water and sewer services. Various technical reports have been
submitted with the proposed subdivision application, as well as a zoning by-law amendment to
the Town of The Blue Mountains. Based on agency review, and comments received regarding
the proposed plan of subdivision, it is recommended that the proposed development be given
draft approval subject to the conditions set out in the attached Notice of Decision.
Addendum to PDR-CW-18-20
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Background and Discussion
The County received a plan of subdivision application known as Boynton Court (formerly known
as Alfred Street), to create eighteen (18) total units, with five semi-detached lots (10 semidetached units) and two townhouse blocks (8 townhouse units) within the settlement area of
Thornbury. When this application was initially submitted, a total of 15 units were proposed,
including a mix of semi-detached, single detached, and townhouse units. Revisions have since
been made to both the unit type and unit count for the proposed subdivision to meet lot density
requirements of both the Town and County Official Plans, respectively. These lands are located
on Part of Lots 1-3, RP No. 105 (geographic Town of Thornbury), in the Town of The Blue
Mountains. Access to the development will be provided off Victoria Street South via a cul-desac. The subject lands are approximately 1.087 hectares (2.68 acres) and the lot density of the
development is 20.45 units per net hectare
The lands immediately adjacent to the subject property are residential and recreational in
nature, with Beaver Valley community centre and arena and Moreau Park along Alfred Street.
Ashbury Court is located on the west side of Victoria Street South and formed part of a recently
approved (2015) subdivision file 42T-2014-04. Boynton Court development mirrors similar
design features as Ashbury Court with a proposed cul-de-sac for access. The proposed
residential development is intended to complement the existing residential uses in proximity. On
the northeast portion of the subject lands, there are two residential lots that recently formed part
of consent applications B12.2019 and B13.2019. These lots were formally severed from the
remnant and no longer form part of the proposed development site. The lands further to the
south/southeast fronting on Orchard Drive contain existing single detached dwellings.
South/southwest of the lands are existing single detached dwellings fronting onto Thorncroft
Court. West of the subject lands are condominium Townhouses known locally as “Apple Jack”
and the Town street of Ashbury Court with single detached dwellings.
Pre-submission consultation between the proponent, the Town of The Blue Mountains and the
County identified the submission requirements for the proposed plan of subdivision. Copies of
all background reports and plans can be found through this link. The application and supporting
studies were circulated to the prescribed agencies and public for review and comment. A virtual
public meeting was held September 30th, 2020. Based on agency review and comments
received regarding the proposed plan of subdivision, it is recommended that the proposed plan
of subdivision be given draft approval subject to the conditions set out in the attached notice of
decision.
The subject lands are currently vacant. Map 1 below shows the subject lands and surrounding
area, while Map 2 shows the proposed plan of subdivision.
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Map 1: Airphoto of Subject Lands
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Map 2: Proposed Plan of Subdivision
(Map 2 Courtesy of MHBC Planning Consultants Inc. including 7 legal lots with 18 total units)
The proposed development also requires an amendment to the Town of The Blue Mountains
Zoning By-law. This Planning Act application was enacted and passed July 12th, 2021. With the
last date for filing an appeal being August 2nd, 2021. A holding symbol was applied to these
lands through this process. Conditions for removal of this holding symbol include execution of a
subdivision agreement with the Town, registration of a plan of subdivision, and municipal water
and sanitary sewage capacity confirmed as available to service the development.

Public and Agency Comments Received
The Town of The Blue Mountain held joint virtual public meeting September 30th, 2020.
Verbal public comments associated with the proposed development were received from the
following individuals at the public meeting:


Christine and Lawrence Foy
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Rick & Julie Tipping

Written public comments associated with the proposed development were received from the
following:










Cindy Dudley
Anne Britton
Ronald Gray
Julie & Rick Tipping
Christine & Lawrence Foy
David Macdonald
John & Valya Orr
Barrie Wykes
Steve Pendleton
How Comments have been
considered/addressed?

Public Comments Raised
Concerns about the proposed
drainage and Stormwater
Management. Concerned that there is
inadequate Storm water drainage
capacity for the property. Disagrees
with the concept of a rear lot catch
basin and concerned it contravenes
the Thornbury West Drainage Master
Plan.

Town staff did seek additional information from
the applicant based on consistency with the
Thornbury West Drainage Master Plan. The
consulting Engineering firm (the author of that
Town study) confirmed that the proposed
drainage is consistent with the Thornbury West
Drainage Master Plan. Staff are satisfied the
drainage proposed is appropriate and that the
detailed design will ensure the development can
proceed in accordance with Town standards.

Preliminary grading and drainage plans have
been reviewed demonstrating proof of concept is
supportable for this project. Prior to final approval,
detailed engineering will be required to
demonstrate and confirm there are no negative
impacts to adjacent lands.

Concerns related to Sidewalks and
Traffic.

Addendum to PDR-CW-18-20

An additional 18 homes are not anticipated to
have a negative impact on the Town road
infrastructure (as per the findings of the traffic
impact brief). Victoria street is proposed to be
reconstructed by the Town soon, within the next
few years. A date has not yet been confirmed for
this infrastructure project. Council can choose at
that time to have sidewalks on both sides of the
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How Comments have been
considered/addressed?

Public Comments Raised

road. Sidewalks are not requested at this time
until the Victoria Street reconstruction to avoid the
waste of removing infrastructure. The need for a
street crossing will also be assessed at that time,
crossing Alfred Street West connecting the south
side of Victoria Street South to the north/east side
of Victoria Street South.

Phase 2 ESA will need to be completed prior to
any further development and site alteration and a
Record of Site Condition (if required) filed with the
Ministry of Environment, Parks and Conservation.
These requirements are included in the draft plan
conditions.

Concerns about results of the Phase 1
Environmental Site Assessment
(ESA).

Concerns related to neighbourhood
character and compatibility. Concerns
related to site design and density.
Concerned the number of units would
cause snow removal and storage,
garbage removal and on-street
parking issues.
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The semi-detached units are proposed adjacent
to the existing single-detached units, which have
the same maximum zoning heights. The semis
are proposed to be bungalow style. The maximum
building height of the Townhouses is proposed at
11m as per the R2 zone. These units will back
onto Alfred Street West, apart from the lot
severed by the previous 2019 consent
application. This lot has a single detached unit.
Each of the proposed units will have a driveway.
County and Town staff are satisfied there will be
adequate on-site parking.

A Tree Inventory and Preservation Plan have
been recommended as part of the Draft Plan
Conditions. These will be received and reviewed
by the Town. No building will occur until these
plans are approved by the Town and form part of
the Subdivision Agreement.
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How Comments have been
considered/addressed?

Public Comments Raised

Concerns related to tree protection
and retention.

These are recognized concerns throughout the
County, where many areas are experiencing
significant growth and development pressures.
The Bluewater District School Board has provided
conditions of draft plan approval that clearly
articulates that accommodation within a public
school in the community is not guaranteed and
students may be accommodated in temporary
facilities. It will be a requirement for the school
board to continue to monitor the need for school
expansions in this area, depending on growth
projections.

Concerns related to growth. Wanting
to know whether there is capacity at
the local schools. Recognizing there
will be increased usage of parks,
roads and stores.
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Agency Comments Received















Bell Canada (August 10th, 2020) – recommended conditions of draft approval that
speak to the Owner acknowledging and agreeing to convey any easement(s) as
deemed necessary by Bell Canada to service this new development. And request the
Owner to contact Bell Canada at planninganddevelopment@bell.ca during detailed
utility design stage to confirm the provision of communication/telecommunication
infrastructure needed to service the development.
Bruce Telecom (July 31st, 2020) – Bruce Telecom has no interest in the subject
development currently.
Canada Post (April 12th, 2021) – The subject development will receive their mail
through PO Box delivery, which is assigned to the individual residents upon occupancy.
The PO Boxes are located at the Thornbury Post Office.
Grey Bruce Health Unit (August 5th, 2020) – No comments.
Grey County Transportation Services - The Transportation Services Department
requires a 10 metre Daylight at the intersection of Victoria Street South and Alfred
Street West and a 0.3 metre reserve along the County Road allowance (Alfred Street
West) for the proposed subdivision.
Historic Saugeen Metis (August 7th, 2020) – No objection or opposition to the
proposed development as presented.
Enbridge Gas – request that as a condition of final approval, the owner/developer
provide to Union the necessary easements and/or agreements required by Union for
the provision of gas services for this project, in a form satisfactory to Enbridge.
Grey Sauble Conservation Authority – No comments or concerns. These lands are
not within a conservation authority regulated area, nor are there hazards lands or
natural heritage features present.
Bluewater District School Board (March 20th, 2020) – Request that the owner(s)
agree in the Subdivision Agreement to include in all Offers of Purchase and Sale a
statement:
o advising prospective purchasers that accommodation within a public school in
the community is not guaranteed and students may be accommodated in
temporary facilities; including but not limited to accommodation in a portable
classroom, a “holding school”, or in an alternate school within or outside of the
community.
o Advising prospective purchasers that if school buses are required within the
Subdivision in accordance with Board Transportation policies, as may be
amended from time to time, school buses will not enter cul-de-sacs and school
bus pick up points will generally be located on the through street a location as
determined by the Student Transportation Service Consortium of Grey Bruce.
o Further request that the owner(s) shall agree in the Subdivision Agreement to
provide sidewalks and pedestrian linkages to accommodate and promote safe
walking routes for students to the nearby school property and throughout the
surrounding community. Specifically:
 A sidewalk be provided along the south side of Victoria Street in front of
the cul-de-sac to connect to the current sidewalk that runs along the
east side of Alfred St.
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That a street crossing be installed across Alfred St to connect the south
side of Victoria St to the East side of Alfred St.

Analysis of Planning Issues
When rendering a land use planning decision, planning authorities must have regard to matters
of Provincial Interest under the Planning Act, be consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement
(PPS) 2014, and conform to any Provincial Plans or Municipal Official Plans that govern the
subject lands. In this case, the County of Grey Official Plan and the Town of The Blue
Mountains Official Plan have jurisdiction over the subject property. There are no Provincial
Plans in place for this section of the Town of The Blue Mountains.

Provincial Policy and Legislation
Both the Planning Act and the PPS speak to the efficient use of land within settlement areas,
where services are readily available. The proposed plan of subdivision is within a settlement
area that is serviced by municipal water and sewer services. The PPS indicates that the
preferred form of servicing for settlement areas is full municipal services. The subject proposal
will be serviced by municipal services and a municipal roadway.
Section 1.4 of the PPS also further promotes a range and mix of housing types and densities to
meet projected requirements of current and future residents. The development includes a mix of
housing types (semi-detached & townhouse), aiming to meet the needs of future residents. In
both the PPS and the County OP there are policies promoting minimum targets for the provision
of affordable housing.
Other policies of the PPS speak to connected, walkable communities with the provision for
publicly accessible built and natural settings. There are also policies that speak to ensuring
lands are free from contaminants in the land prior to development. A portion of the subject
property was previously used as an orchard. A phase one environmental site assessment was
completed to assess any potential contaminants, and a phase-two assessment will be required
and is included in the draft plan conditions.
Other policies in the PPS speak to connected, walkable communities, with provisions for public
parkland and open space. No parkland will be proposed for this development, but the lands are
within a short walking distance (30 metres) to Moreau Park. The Town has confirmed Victoria
Street South (immediately abutting the subject lands) as a local improvement project, intended
to be reconstructed soon. A date for these works has not yet been determined. Comments
received from Bluewater District School Board for this development proposal recognized the
need for sidewalks and pedestrian linkages to accommodate and promote safe walking routes
for students to the nearby school property and throughout the community. Both the County and
Town will investigate and work with the school board to review the inclusion of sidewalks and a
street crossing at Alfred Street West when the Victoria Street South reconstruction project
begins. Pedestrian connectivity and safety will be upheld as key objectives to achieve for these
works. It should be noted that the section of Victoria Street South, located north/east of Alfred
Street West has sidewalks on both sides. Town standard is to have one side of a road with
sidewalks. But there may be merit to the inclusion of two sides of a road with sidewalks, this will
be reviewed by Town staff when the reconstruction project begins.
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Section 51(24) of the Planning Act also provides criteria which must be considered when
assessing any new plan of subdivision/condominium. These criteria (in italics), along with staff
analysis are as follows:
(a) the effect of development of the proposed subdivision on matters of provincial interest as
referred to in section 2;
The matters of provincial interest have been analyzed earlier on in this section.
(b) whether the proposed subdivision is premature or in the public interest;
These lands have been designated for growth in both the County and Municipal Official
Plans. The proposed plan of subdivision is in the public interest and would not be
premature.
(c) whether the plan conforms to the official plan and adjacent plans of subdivision, if any;
The County Official Plan designates the subject lands as a ‘Primary Settlement Area’ and as
‘Community Living Area’ in the Town of The Blue Mountains Official Plan. Most of the growth
within the County will be directed to settlement areas, these lands are intended for
residential development.
(d) the suitability of the land for the purposes for which it is to be subdivided;
(d.1) if any affordable housing units are being proposed, the suitability of the proposed
units for affordable housing;
Based on the background reports and technical studies, the subject lands appear suitable
for residential development. Given there is a variety of housing type and size being
proposed (semi-detached and townhouse), this may present some opportunity for these
units to be offered at a reasonable rate. There was no expressed mention that these units
will be affordable.
(e) the number, width, location and proposed grades and elevations of highways, and the
adequacy of them, and the highways linking the highways in the proposed subdivision
with the established highway system in the vicinity and the adequacy of them;
This item has been reviewed by the proponent, Town, and County staff. Draft plan
conditions are included to address the final detailed design of the proposed road to the
satisfaction of the Town.
(f) the dimensions and shapes of the proposed lots;
The proposed dimensions and shapes of the proposed lots are standard and will
accommodate semi-detached and townhouse units.
(g) the restrictions or proposed restrictions, if any, on the land proposed to be subdivided or
the buildings and structures proposed to be erected on it and the restrictions, if any, on
adjoining land;
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County staff are not aware of any restrictions or proposed restrictions on the subject lands
which would prevent the proposed development. The proposed development will be subject
to a subdivision agreement with the Town, which is standard for such developments.
(h) conservation of natural resources and flood control;
The proposed development will be serviced with full municipal sewage and water services.
And the stormwater management proposed intends to utilize Town stormwater
infrastructure, and appropriate infiltration and directional drainage. The applicant has also
advised that they will retain existing vegetation as is practical. Measures will be made to
mitigate impact on existing trees, including construction fencing. Site grading plans have
been designed to match grades at the property line to minimize impact on trees.
(i) the adequacy of utilities and municipal services;
The proposed lands will be adequately serviced by municipal water and sewer services. The
subdivision agreement will be the process used to confirm servicing allocation and
availability.
(j) the adequacy of school sites;
Bluewater District School Board was circulated for comment and review and requested
several conditions of draft plan approval. There may not be guaranteed availability within a
public school in the community, and students may be accommodated in temporary facilities;
including but not limited to accommodation in a portable classroom, a “holding school”, or in
an alternate school within or outside of the community. This area has experienced
significant population growth in the recent past, and school system capacity appears to be
limited at this time.
(k) the area of land, if any, within the proposed subdivision that, exclusive of highways, is to
be conveyed or dedicated for public purposes;
The cul-de-sac ‘Boynton Court’ will be conveyed to the Town for public purposes. Blocks 8
to 10 and Block 11 will also be dedicated to the County and/or Town for road reserve and
daylighting triangle requirements.
(l) the extent to which the plan’s design optimizes the available supply, means of supplying,
efficient use and conservation of energy; and
The lands will connect to the existing road network and services in an efficient manner.
(m) the interrelationship between the design of the proposed plan of subdivision and site
plan control matters relating to any development on the land, if the land is also located
within a site plan control area designated under subsection 41 (2) of this Act or
subsection 114 (2) of the City of Toronto Act, 2006.
The proposed development will not be going through site plan control.
The proposed plan of subdivision application, with the attached conditions of draft approval,
would have regard for matters of Provincial Interest and the criteria of section 51(24) of the
Planning Act and is consistent with the PPS 2020.
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County Official Plan
The proposed plan of subdivision is on lands designated as ‘Primary Settlement Area’ in the
County Official Plan. Primary Settlement Areas are identified as principal centres in which to
focus new residential growth in the County. The County Plan sets an average residential
development density of 20 units per net hectare in Primary Settlement Areas (outside of the City
of Owen Sound & the Town of Hanover). The subject proposal meets the County OP lot density
requirements at 20.45 units per net hectare. These density provisions are similarly quoted in the
Town of The Blue Mountains Official Plan.
Section 8.9 of the County Plan provides a similar servicing hierarchy to that found in the PPS,
which has been noted above. Elsewhere in Section 8 of the Plan are policies which govern
roads, transportation, and stormwater management. Section 9.13 of the County Plan provides
criteria for consideration for new plans of subdivision. County staff encourage safe access for
pedestrians and other modes of active transportation within the subject development. There is
an existing park space north of the subject property which will prove to be an asset for the
proposed development. Staff encourage the use of accessible and age-friendly design features.
County Transportation Services require a 10 metre Daylight triangle at the intersection of
Victoria Street South and Alfred Street West for the proposed subdivision. This has been
included in the draft plan conditions.

Town of The Blue Mountains Official Plan
The Town of The Blue Mountain Official Plan designates the subject lands as ‘Community Living
Area’, intended for residential development. A planning recommendation was put forward
regarding the subject proposal by the Town planner through staff report PDS.21.067, dated
June 29th, 2021. This report was endorsed by local Council. It can be accessed here: report.
With the attached recommended draft plan conditions, County staff are of the opinion that the
proposed development:
1. has regard for matters of Provincial interest under the Planning Act including the criteria
under section 51(24) of the Act,
2. is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement 2020,
3. conforms to the County of Grey Official Plan, and
4. conforms to the Town of The Blue Mountains Official Plan.

Legal and Legislated Requirements
The application has been processed in accordance with the Planning Act.

Financial and Resource Implications
There are no anticipated financial, staffing, or legal considerations associated with the proposed
subdivision, beyond those normally encountered in processing a subdivision application. The
County has collected the requisite fee and peer review deposit for this application.

Relevant Consultation
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☒ Internal: Planning, Transportation Services, and Housing
☒ External: The public, Town of The Blue Mountains, and required agencies under the Planning
Act.

Appendices and Attachments
PDR-CW-18-20 Boynton Court (formerly known as Alfred Street Subdivision) Information Report
Draft Plan of Survey
Draft Notice of Decision (conditions of draft approval) - attached
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

NOTICE OF DECISION
On Application for Approval of Draft Plan of Subdivision
under Subsection 51(37) of the Planning Act
Draft Plan Approval is hereby given by the County of Grey for the application regarding the above noted
lands. A copy of the Decision is attached.
PUBLIC AND AGENCY COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE FILE
All written and oral submissions received on the application were considered; the effect of which helped
to make an informed recommendation and decision.
WHEN AND HOW TO FILE A NOTICE OF APPEAL
Notice to appeal the decision to the Ontario Land Tribunal must be filed with the County of Grey no later
than 20 days from the date of this notice, as shown above.
The notice of appeal should be sent to the attention of the Director of Planning and Development of the
County, at the address shown below and it must,
(1)
set out the reasons for the appeal,
(2)
be accompanied by the fee required by the Tribunal as prescribed under the Ontario Land
Tribunal Act, and
(3)
Include the completed appeal forms from the Tribunal’s website.
WHO CAN FILE A NOTICE OF APPEAL
Only individuals, corporations or public bodies may appeal decisions in respect of a proposed plan of
subdivision to the Ontario Land Tribunal. A notice of appeal may not be filed by an unincorporated
association or group. However, a notice of appeal may be filed in the name of an individual who is a
member of the association or group on its behalf.
No person* or public body shall be added as a party to the hearing of the appeal of the decision of the
approval authority, including the lapsing provisions of the conditions, unless the person or public body,
before the decision of the approval authority, made oral submissions at a public meeting or written
submissions to the council, or made a written request to be notified of changes to the conditions or, in
the Ontario Land Tribunal’s opinion, there are reasonable grounds to add the person or public body as
a party.
*Notwithstanding the above, only a ‘person’ listed in subsection 51(48.3) of the Planning Act
may appeal the decision of the County of Grey to the Ontario Land Tribunal (OLT) as it relates
to the proposed plan of subdivision. Below is the prescribed list of ‘persons’ eligible to appeal a
decision of the County of Grey related to the proposed plan of subdivision as per subsection
51(48.3) of the Planning Act. A link to the revised Planning Act can be found here https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90p13. For more information about these recent changes,
please visit the OLT website or contact OLT - https://olt.gov.on.ca/about-olt/.
The prescribed list of ‘persons’ eligible to appeal a decision of the County on the proposed plan
of subdivision as per subsection 51(48.3) of the Planning Act is as follows:
1. A corporation operating an electric utility in the local municipality or planning area to
which the plan of subdivision would apply.
2. Ontario Power Generation Inc.
3. Hydro One Inc.
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

4. A company operating a natural gas utility in the local municipality or planning area to
which the plan of subdivision would apply.
5. A company operating an oil or natural gas pipeline in the local municipality or planning
area to which the plan of subdivision would apply.
6. A person required to prepare a risk and safety management plan in respect of an
operation under Ontario Regulation 211/01 (Propane Storage and Handling) made under
the Technical Standards and Safety Act, 2000, if any part of the distance established as
the hazard distance applicable to the operation and referenced in the risk and safety
management plan is within the area to which the plan of subdivision would apply.
7. A company operating a railway line any part of which is located within 300 metres of any
part of the area to which the plan of subdivision would apply.
8. A company operating as a telecommunication infrastructure provider in the area to which
the plan of subdivision would apply.
RIGHT OF APPLICANT OR PUBLIC BODY TO APPEAL CONDITIONS
The following may, at any time before the approval of the final plan of subdivision, appeal any of the
conditions imposed by the approval authority to the Tribunal by filing a notice of appeal with the approval
authority: the applicant; any public body that, before the approval authority made its decision, made oral
submissions at a public meeting or written submissions to the approval authority; the Minister; or the
municipality in which the subject land is located.
HOW TO RECEIVE NOTICE OF CHANGED CONDITIONS
The conditions of an approval of draft plan of subdivision may be changed at any time before the final
approval is given.
You will be entitled to receive notice of any changes to the conditions of the approval of draft plan of
subdivision if you have made a written request to be notified of changes to the conditions.
RELATED APPLICATIONS
Town of The Blue Mountains Zoning By-law Amendment 2021-58
GETTING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Additional information about the application is available for public inspection during regular office hours
in the Planning & Development Office at the address noted below. Please contact the Planning Office
at 519-376-2205 or 1-800-567-GREY to schedule an appointment to review the information.
ADDRESS FOR NOTICE OF APPEAL
County of Grey
595-9th Avenue East
OWEN SOUND, Ontario N4K 3E3
Attention: Mr. Randy Scherzer, MCIP RPP
Director of Planning & Development
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

General Requirements
1. That this approval applies to the draft plan of subdivision located on the property legally
described as Lots 1 and 2, Part of Lot 3, Registered Plan 105, Townplot of Thornbury
(geographic Town of Thornbury), Town of The Blue Mountains, County of Grey, prepared
by MHBC Planning dated November 20, 2019 and signed by the Owner on November 20,
2019, showing the following:
 5 Residential Lots planned for a total of 10 semi-detached residential units (Lots
1-5)
 2 Residential Blocks planned for a total of 8 townhouse dwelling units (Blocks 6 &
7)
 3 Blocks for a 0.3 metre Reserve (Blocks 8 to 10)
 1 Block for a 10 metre Daylighting Triangle (Block 11)
 1 Public Street (“Boynton Court”)
2. The Owner shall enter into and execute a Subdivision Agreement, in accordance with
these Draft Plan Conditions, prior to final approval and registration of the Plan, to satisfy
these conditions and all financial, legal, and engineering matters,
including landscaping and the installation of municipal services, and other requirements
of the Town and the County of Grey (“the County”), as well as any statutory
requirements of other government authorities, including the payment of all applicable
Town and County development charges in accordance with the applicable Development
Charges By-law.
3. That the Owner shall enter into development and other necessary agreements or obtain
necessary approvals, satisfactory to the Town or any other appropriate authority before
any development or site alteration within the plan including filling, grading, removing
trees and/or topsoil, installing any works, or constructing any buildings or structures.
These Agreements may deal with matters including but not limited to the following:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.

Engineering works which include municipal water, sanitary sewer services;
Professional services including preparation of reports, plans, inspections,
certifications and approval;
Drainage, stormwater management;
Storm sewers and infiltration galleries;
Road construction, cul-de-sac and intersection;
Securities, cash contributions, development charges;
Emergency services;
Land dedications and easements, reserves;
Hydro, Street Lighting, Natural Gas and Telecommunication Utilities;
Architectural Control;
Grading and sodding;
Fencing & Landscaping;
Trails/walkways;
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

xiv.
xv.
xvi.

Fire Break Plan, if required;
Construction Implementation and/or Mitigation Measures;
Warning clauses, signed entry features and safety hoarding;

The details of which may be indicated in correspondence from appropriate
commenting agencies and/or departments.
4. The Owner/Developer shall acknowledge in the Subdivision Agreement that draft approval
does not in itself constitute a commitment by the Town of The Blue Mountains to providing
servicing access to the Town’s water or wastewater treatment plants or allocation of
associated built capacity. Plans may proceed to registration provided there is sufficient
residual capacity and capability to service the development.
5. The Owner shall agree in the Subdivision Agreement that all of the works required by the
Town, the County, other government authorities and utility providers for the development
and servicing of the lands shall be designed and installed in accordance with the Town’s
Engineering Standards, and Provincial & Federal Guidelines & Standards, that are in
effect at the date of execution of the Subdivision Agreement to the satisfaction of the
Town. Where compliance with Town Engineering Standards necessitates offsite works,
(i.e. stormwater management system upgrades) the owner shall enter into agreements
with the Town and/or the County to implement the requisite offsite works, to the
satisfaction of the Town.
6. Prior to final approval by the County, that appropriate zoning is in effect for this proposed
subdivision that conforms to the County of Grey Official Plan and the Town of The Blue
Mountains Official Plan.
7. That the public street shall be named in accordance to the Town’s Street Naming Policy,
to the satisfaction of the Town of The Blue Mountains.
Servicing, Grading and Road Requirements
8. That prior to final approval by the County, a Site Servicing Plan is prepared to show how
the development is fully serviced with sanitary sewer and water to the satisfaction of the
Town of The Blue Mountains.
9. That prior to execution of a Pre-Servicing Agreement and/or Subdivision Agreement with
the Town, sufficient water and sanitary sewer capacity shall be available and confirmed
by the Town.
10. That prior to final approval and registration of the Plan, the Town shall provide confirmation
to the County that there is sufficient water and sanitary capacity available and allocated to
service the entire plan of subdivision, based on actual usage, as determined by the Town’s
monitoring of water flows and sanitary sewer flows.
11. That the Subdivision Agreement shall detail and confirm the water and sanitary servicing
capacity allocated to this plan of subdivision.
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

12. That the Owner shall agree in the Subdivision Agreement to provide for all
necessary installations and connections to any existing municipal storm drainage,
sanitary sewer collection and water servicing systems to service the proposed
development, to the satisfaction of the Town.
13. That prior to execution of a Pre-Servicing Agreement or Subdivision Agreement, a
detailed engineering and drainage report will be provided which describes the
stormwater drainage system for the proposed development on the subject lands to the
satisfaction of the Town. The Plan shall demonstrate how the drainage system will tie
into the drainage of surrounding properties and how external drainage and site drainage
is appropriately conveyed.
14. That the Subdivision Agreement shall include wording for the provision of Operation and
Maintenance Manuals for any non-standard infrastructure that may be required, to the
satisfaction of the Town.
15. That the Subdivision Agreement shall contain specific clauses related to the required
Ontario Building Code / Engineering Standards, as applicable, of the Town including but
not limited to the following:
i.

The appropriate horizontal and vertical alignments of all roads, including their
intersection geometrics, and underground services;

ii.

That suitable construction traffic routes are identified to the satisfaction of the
Town; and,

iii.

The street lighting system on roadways be designed and constructed to
the satisfaction of the Town. The Subdivision Agreement shall also require that
all external lighting, including street lighting, be dark-sky compliant.

Utilities
16. That the Owner shall grant all necessary easements and/or blocks and/or enter into
agreements for drainage, utility and servicing purposes, including CRTC-licensed
telephone and broadcasting distribution, as may be required, to the appropriate agency
or public authority.
17. The Owner, in consultation with the applicable utilities and Communications Service
Providers, shall prepare an overall utility distribution plan that shows the locations of all
utility infrastructure for the subdivision, as well as the timing and phasing of the
installation.
18. That the Subdivision Agreement include a clause requiring that the Owner agrees to
relocate any existing utilities as a result of the subject development at the sole expense of
the Owner.
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

Vegetation, Fencing and Streetscape Requirements
19. That prior to final approval, the Owner prepares a Vegetation Assessment and Vegetation
Management Plan by a qualified consultant to the satisfaction of the Town of The Blue
Mountains. The Vegetation Management Plan shall include amongst other matters:
i.
ii.
iii.

Special provisions to ensure that the existing vegetation on the periphery of the
site be maintained and protected, where feasible, during the development process;
Special provisions to ensure that existing vegetation on the adjacent lands be
protected during development and construction; and,
That said plan be incorporated into the Subdivision Agreement with the Town.

20. The Subdivision Agreement shall ensure that the Owner shall save and/or remove any
trees and vegetation on the subject lands as required by the Vegetation Assessment /
Vegetation Management Plan to the satisfaction of the Town of The Blue Mountains.
Park and Open Space Requirements
21. The Owner shall pay cash-in-lieu of Parkland dedication of 5% to the Town of The Blue
Mountains, in accordance with the Planning Act.
Miscellaneous
22. That the Subdivision Agreement between the Owner and the Town provide for the
dedication of 0.30 metre reserves (Blocks 8 to 10) to be conveyed to the Town without
monetary consideration and free of all encumbrances to be held by the Town to prohibit
unauthorized access to adjacent lands.
23. That the Subdivision Agreement between the Owner and the Town provide for the
dedication of a 10m daylight triangle (block 11) to be conveyed to The Corporation of the
County of Grey without monetary consideration and free of all encumbrances to be held
by the County for the purpose of a daylight triangle.
24. That prior to execution of any Subdivision Agreement, final approval, and registration, the
Owner shall submit a Development Communications Plan for review and approval by the
Town. The Development Communications Plan shall inform the Town and area residents
of Significant Site activities and include:
i.
Installation of a Project Notification Sign, 1.2 m x 2.4 m minimum, to Town
template, at each construction access to the Lands and visually obvious to the
public, at least two (2) weeks before the construction start date, and maintained
for full duration of construction.
ii.
Notification of the construction project to property owners as deemed appropriate
in consultation with Development Engineering via hand/mail delivery.
iii.
Schedules of intended site activities updated routinely. (typically, weekly to biweekly).
iv.
A minimum of two (2) weeks’ notice following Town approval and prior to
commencement of:
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

a. Significant site activities including such as site alteration works as tree
clearing & grubbing, commencement of site servicing/grading, placement
of asphalt, concrete curbs and sidewalk, and landscaping, and/or
b. Off-site works on Town Owned Lands/Roads following receipt of a
Municipal Land Use Permit (MLUP).
25. That the Owner shall agree in the Subdivision Agreement, to advise prospective
purchasers in every Offer of Purchase and Sale that:
i.
accommodation within a public school in the community is not guaranteed and
students may be accommodated in temporary facilities, such as a portable
classroom, a “holding school”, or in an alternate school within or outside of the
community.
ii.
school bus pick-up points will generally be located on the through street at a
location as determined by the Student Transportation Service Consortium of
Grey Bruce.
26. That prior any further development or site alteration, the Owner shall submit a Phase Two
Environmental Site Assessment to the Town, completed by a Qualified Person; and the
Phase Two Environmental Site Assessment and Record of Site Condition shall be filed
with the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks, as per the Environmental
Protection Act.
27. That prior to final approval and registration, the Owner shall obtain a letter from the Ministry
of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries, that the Archaeological Assessment
has been entered into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports.
28. Prior to final approval and registration of the Plan, the lands within this Draft Plan of
Subdivision shall be appropriately zoned by a Zoning By-law that has come into effect in
accordance with the provisions of the Planning Act.
29. That the Owner shall agree in the Subdivision Agreement, prior to offering any of the
residential lots for purchase, to place a ‘Display Map’ on the wall of the sales office in a
place visible to the public, which indicates the approved location of all sidewalks,
walkways, trails, community mailboxes, parks, schools, open space areas, environmental
protection areas/tree preservation areas, watercourses, and surrounding land uses. The
Owner shall also agree to keep Accepted for Construction drawings in the sales office
which show easements, hydrants, utilities, lighting, lot grading, landscaping, and noise
attenuation measures, as applicable.

Administration
30. Prior to final approval and registration, the Subdivision Agreement shall include
special provisions addressing the following matters in wording acceptable to the
Town:
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

i.

That the Owner shall agree that all vacant lots shall be rough graded such that
best efforts are taken to ensure there is no standing water and shall be
maintained in general conformance with the approved comprehensive grading
plan. The Owner shall further agree in the Subdivision Agreement to topsoil and
seed any rough graded area not proceeding to construction in a timely manner,
to the satisfaction of the Town.

ii. That the Owner shall agree to engage a qualified engineer and that the Owner’s
Engineer certify that their reports conform with applicable standards to the
satisfaction of the Town of The Blue Mountains and that the Engineer provides
certification that the final constructed works conform to the approved design.
iii. That the Owner shall agree to engage a qualified engineer to review and certify
that the completed pre-grading works comply with the pre-grading shown on the
approved grading and drainage plan.
iv. The Owner, and/or any future Lot Owner, shall agree to engage a qualified
consultant to prepare a Final Lot Grading Certificate prior to Final Inspection,
indicating that the grading of the lot has been completed in conformity with the
Approved for Construction Master Grading/Drainage Plan, and to submit to the
Chief Building Official for approval.
v. The Owner shall agree that any temporary stormwater management,
construction mitigation, sediment and erosion control measures be approved by
the Town and in place prior to site alteration, except for site alteration to install
such measures.
vi. That the Owner shall agree to obtain any required statutory permits from the
County of Grey, Town of The Blue Mountains, or any other applicable authority,
prior to any site alteration.
vii. The Owner shall agree to the following:
a. Should previously unknown or unassessed deeply buried archaeological
resources be uncovered during development, such resources may be a
new archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48 (1) of the
Ontario Heritage Act. The proponent or person discovering the
archaeological resources must cease alteration of the site immediately
and engage a licensed archaeologist to carry out archaeological
fieldwork, in compliance with section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act;
b. That anyone working on the subject lands who uncovers a burial site
containing human remains shall cease fieldwork or construction activities
and immediately report the discovery to the police or coroner in
accordance with the Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act.
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Applicant: Carey Homes (c/o Ryan Carey)
File No.: 42T-2019-03
Town of The Blue Mountains
Location: 61 Alfred Street West (Lots 1, 2 and Part 3, Plan 105), geographic Town of Thornbury,
Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

viii. The Owner shall agree to provide for all necessary installations and
connections to any existing municipal storm drainage, sanitary sewer
collection and water servicing systems to service the proposed
development, to the satisfaction of the Town.
ix. the Owner shall agree that a municipal numbering system shall be assigned to the
satisfaction of the Town regarding 911 emergency servicing. The Owner shall also
agree in the Subdivision Agreement to display the lot number and corresponding
assigned municipal address in a prominent location on each lot prior to and during
all times of construction.
31. That prior to final approval, the County is advised in writing by the Town of The Blue
Mountains how Conditions 1-30 have been satisfied.
32. This draft plan approval shall lapse on <DATE>. If final approval is not given to this plan
within three (3) years of the draft approval date, and no extensions have been granted,
draft approval shall lapse under Subsection 51(32) of the Planning Act, RSO 1990, as
amended. If the owner wishes to request an extension to draft approval, a written
explanation together with the applicable application fee and a resolution/letter of support
from the local municipality must be submitted to the County of Grey, prior to the lapsing
date. Please note that an updated review of the Plan and revisions to the conditions of
approval may be necessary if an extension is to be granted.
33. That prior to final approval, a copy of the fully executed Subdivision Agreement between
the Owner and the municipality shall be provided to the County of Grey.
34. That the Owner, submit to the Town of The Blue Mountains and the County of Grey a
digitized copy of the Final Plan in a format acceptable to the County of Grey.
NOTES TO DRAFT APPROVAL
1. It is the applicant's responsibility to fulfil the conditions of draft approval and to ensure
that the required clearance letters are forwarded by the appropriate agencies to the
County of Grey, quoting the County file number.
2. An electrical distribution line operating at below 50,000 volts might be located within the
area affected by this development or abutting this development. Section 186 - Proximity
- of the Regulations for Construction Projects in the Occupational Health and Safety Act,
requires that no object be brought closer than 3 metres (10 feet) to the energized
conductor. It is proponent’s responsibility to be aware, and to make all personnel on site
aware, that all equipment and personnel must come no closer than the distance
specified in the Act. They should also be aware that the electrical conductors can raise
and lower without warning, depending on the electrical demand placed on the line.
Warning signs should be posted on the wood poles supporting the conductors stating
“DANGER - Overhead Electrical Wires” in all locations where personnel and
construction vehicles might come near the conductors.
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File No.: 42T-2019-03
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Town of The Blue Mountains
Date of Decision:
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3. Clearances or consultations are required from the following agencies, as well as the
appropriate agency or authority providing utilities or services:
Town of The Blue Mountains
PO Box 310, 32 Mill Street
Thornbury, ON N0H 2P0
4. We suggest you make yourself aware of the following subsections of the Land Titles Act:
a) subsection 144(1) requires all new plans to be registered in a Land Titles system
if the land is situated in a land titles division; and
b) subsection 144(2) allows certain exceptions.
The subdivision plan for Registration must be in conformity with the applicable Ontario
Regulation under The Registry Act.
5. Inauguration or extension of a piped water supply, a sewage system or a storm drainage
system is subject to the approval of the Ministry of the Environment Conservation and
Parks under the Ontario Water Resources Act, RSO 1990, as amended.
6. All measurements in subdivision final plans must be presented in metric units. The final
plan approved by the County must be registered within thirty (30) days or the County
may withdraw its approval under subsection 51(32) of the Planning Act RSO 1990, as
amended.
7. The required Vegetation Assessment shall evaluate existing site vegetation and
incorporate it into the Vegetation Management Plan, wherever feasible. The required Tree
Preservation Plan shall identify any wooded areas or individual trees which are intended
to be retained, and those which are to be removed.
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Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

Addendum to PDR-CW-26-20

Title:

Broos Plan of Subdivision Final Report

Prepared by:

Scott Taylor

Reviewed by:

Randy Scherzer

Lower Tier(s) Affected:

Municipality of West Grey

Status:

Recommendation
1. That Report Addendum to PDR-CW-26-20 be received; and
2. That all written and oral submissions received on plan of subdivision 42T-2020-01,
known as the Broos subdivision, were considered; the effect of which changed
the draft plan of subdivision and helped to make an informed recommendation
and decision; and
3. That in consideration of the draft plan of subdivision application 42T-2020-01, for
lands described as Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 East of the
Garafraxa Road (EGR), geographic Township of Glenelg, now in the Municipality
of West Grey, the Grey County Committee of the Whole approves this plan of
subdivision to create a total of one hundred and eighteen (118) single detached
lots, and blocks for up to eighty-seven (87) townhouse units, in addition to
parkland, stormwater management, and road blocks, subject to the conditions set
out in the Notice of Decision.

Executive Summary
In 2020 the County and the Municipality of West Grey received development applications for the
Broos development consisting of a plan of subdivision and a zoning amendment. The proposed
subdivision would create up to 205 residential units, as well as new parkland and a stormwater
management block off a series of internal roads, on the northeast end of the settlement area of
Durham. Municipal water and sewers would service the proposed development. This
subdivision was modified significantly from the original submission to reflect the public,
Municipal, and County input on the development. The Municipality has recently supported the
development, through recommending conditions of draft approval. County Planning staff are
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recommending approval of the plan of subdivision, subject to the conditions of draft approval
attached to this report.

Background
The proposed development, known as the Broos subdivision (County file 42T-2020-01), would
create up to 205 residential units, consisting of 118 single detached dwellings and up to
87 townhouse dwellings. To implement the subdivision, the development also requires a zoning
amendment from the Municipality of West Grey. The subdivision and zoning amendment
applications have been processed simultaneously by the County and Municipality respectively.
The subject property is legally described as Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1
East of the Garafraxa Road (EGR), geographic Township of Glenelg, now in the Municipality of
West Grey.
The subject lands are approximately 13.78 hectares in size and are located in the ‘Primary
Settlement Area’ of Durham, and designated as ‘Residential’ in the West Grey Official Plan.
This property is immediately east of the recently approved Sunvale subdivision, in the northeast
quadrant of Durham. The lands are currently undeveloped, with some treed areas in the north
portion of the property.
Surrounding this site are a mixture of residential lands, farmlands, and natural areas. The
Sunvale subdivision to the west is currently under construction. The subject lands are in the
Primary Settlement Area of Durham, but the lands to the north and the east are outside of the
settlement area boundaries. Further east of the property is a large conservation area owned and
operated by the Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority (SVCA).
Access to the subdivision would be from a series of new internal roads, an extension of Jackson
Street, and two connections to Durham Road East. The extension of Jackson Street East will
align Sunvale subdivision to the west. Additional future access to the lands to the north is being
provided, should those lands ever be added to the settlement area. Servicing to the proposed
subdivision will be via municipal water and sewer services.
Map 1 below shows the subject lands highlighted in blue and the surrounding area including the
Sunvale subdivision lands. Note Map 1 uses an air-photo from 2015, so some recent
construction since 2015 is not shown. Map 2, 3 and 4 show the evolution of the Broos
subdivision from the initial submission to the current version being recommended for draft
approval. The subdivision plan was modified significantly in response to public and agency
comments. The key modification was the need for parkland in the subdivision. In Map 2 there
was no dedicated parkland. In Map 3 there was a small ‘L’ shaped block in the northwest
corner in behind lots. Finally, in Map 4 there is a large parkland block in the northeast corner of
the site. This larger block of parkland is more accessible and usable than the earlier draft of the
plan.
A public meeting for the subdivision and zoning applications was held on December 1, 2020.
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Map 1: Air Photo of the Subject Property and Surrounding Lands
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Map 2: Original Broos Subdivision Draft Plan (courtesy of Cobide
Engineering)
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Map 3: Interim Revised Broos Subdivision Draft Plan (courtesy of Cobide
Engineering)
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Map 4: Broos Subdivision Recommended for Draft Plan Approval
(courtesy of Cobide Engineering)

Public/Agency Comments Received
As part of the development application process, County and Municipal staff received comments
from several agencies and members of the public. A link to the public meeting minutes has been
included below.
Link to Public Meeting Minutes
Written comments were received from the following agencies.


Historic Saugeen Metis (HSM)
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WSP on behalf of Bell Canada
Canada Post
Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority (SVCA)
Bruce Telecom
Enbridge
Hydro One
Tatham Engineering (peer reviewer on behalf of West Grey)
Municipality of West Grey

County staff are not aware of any outstanding agency concerns. All relevant agency comments
have been incorporated into the recommended conditions of draft plan approval attached to this
report.
Written comments, as well as oral comments made at the public meeting, were received from
the following members of the public.








Carolin Banjavcic
Susan (Nikki) May
Lee Papineau
Susan Papineau
Darlene Prins
Marian Ratcliffe
Anne Marie Watson

In response to the comments, the proponent’s planner prepared a comment response document
in March 2021. A link to this document can be found here. Please note that this response
matrix was prepared when Map 3 above was still the operative version of the draft plan. It was
following this March 2021 document that the developer prepared the revised draft plan (Map 4
above) which contained an increased amount of parkland.
A summary of public comments as well as a County staff response has been included in Table 1
below.

Table 1: Public Comments and Responses
Comment Received

Staff Response

Concerns about traffic
both vehicular and safe
pedestrian access, as
well as connectivity

A Traffic Impact Study (TIS) was conducted in support of this
development. That TIS was reviewed by West Grey staff as well as
their peer reviewer. The TIS not only assessed current conditions,
but also assessed future conditions including factoring in the
Sunvale development. The same consultant conducted the TIS for
both developments. Road upgrades are not needed at this time. It
is recommended that conditions be reassessed in the year 2040
when a southbound turn lane on Garafraxa Street North at Jackson
Street East may or may not be required. Sidewalks are being added
on Jackson Street East as well as Streets ‘A’ and ‘B’, which will
provide safe pedestrian access to the parkland. Sidewalks are also
planned for the reconstruction of Durham Road East abutting this
development. At this stage, sidewalks are not being planned on
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Comment Received

Staff Response
Streets ‘C’ and ‘D’ which is consistent with the approval of the
Sunvale multi-unit blocks to the west.

Impact on the
environment

There was an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) completed for this
development. The EIS was reviewed by Municipal staff, Tatham
(the municipal peer reviewer), SVCA, and County staff. The
recommendations of the EIS have been included in the
recommended conditions of draft plan approval (draft conditions #
3, 27, and 28).

Concerns over tree
removal and vegetation
on-site

The conditions of draft plan approval (conditions # 3, 27, and 28)
require a landscaping plan with both a tree preservation plan as
well as a tree planting plan to include native species. This plan will
need to be completed to the satisfaction of the Municipality and the
SVCA. The Municipal Planner has also noted that there will be tree
retention on block 125, the future park.

Impacts on drinking
water source protection

The subject lands are outside of Municipal Wellhead Protection
Areas (WHPAs) with the exception of a very small portion of the
northeast corner of the site in WHPA ‘E’, which is in the location of
the future park. SVCA, the Municipal peer reviewer and West Grey
staff have not raised any concerns with respect to WHPA ‘E’ and
drinking water source protection in this regard.

Infrastructure questions The engineering works submitted with this application were
reviewed by agencies, West Grey, and West Grey’s peer reviewer.
There will be upgrades needed to infrastructure, some of which will
be phased throughout the buildout of the development. Upgrades
will be needed to the servicing along Durham Road East, which has
been captured through the recommended draft plan conditions
(conditions # 2, 6, and 19). Wastewater and water allocations will
be allocated at the time of draft approval (condition # 7). The
Municipality and their peer reviewer are satisfied that through the
recommended conditions of draft plan approval the requisite
infrastructure upgrades can be made to accommodate the
development.
Lack of parkland

In the initial proposed subdivision, there was no designated
parkland. In response to public, Municipal, and County comments,
the developer has added a parkland block in the northeast of the
development (block 125). This location was chosen based on the
features on-site, as well as the potential for a future parkland
connection to the north, should those lands ever be added to the
settlement area. This park equates to ~4.75% of the subdivision
lands as park. The remaining 0.25% could be made up through
cash-in-lieu payments to West Grey (see draft plan condition # 25
for parkland dedication).
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Comment Received

Staff Response

Drainage, stormwater,
and flooding

The proposed stormwater management system has been reviewed
by the SVCA, West Grey, and their peer reviewer. Through the
recommended conditions of draft approval and the preliminary /
final stormwater works to be completed, there should be no
additional water or flooding on neighbouring properties (draft
conditions # 3, 27, and 28). Final approval of the stormwater facility
will also be required by the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP).

Impacts from light
pollution

The final lighting plans will be required to meet West Grey’s
standards for streetlights (draft conditions # 2 and 16). All efforts
will be made to minimize impact on neighbours and dark skies.

Loss of privacy and
trespass

There is no doubt that neighbours abutting this new development
will experience slightly less privacy than they currently do with the
lands being undeveloped. While measures can be taken through
the development of the subdivision and captured in the subdivision
agreement, such as tree planting / retention and fencing, there will
be less privacy afforded to neighbours. Thought has gone into the
design of the subdivision such that the less dense forms of housing
are abutting the neighbours to the north, south, and east. The
parkland on the northern and eastern boundaries will need to be
clearly demarcated by the Municipality, to minimize the potential for
inadvertent trespassing onto neighbouring private properties.

Impacts on farming

The subject lands are designated for residential development and in
the settlement area in both the County and West Grey Official
Plans. The lands are however on the boundary of the settlement,
with lands designated Rural to the north and east of this site.
Farmers in that area would be able to continue to farm, however
should they seek to expand a livestock operation they would not be
permitted to do so. Staff would note that this limitation on livestock
expansions has been ‘enshrined’ in the West Grey Zoning Bylaw for
a number of years now, and has not changed as a result of this
development. Staff do however acknowledge that any time there is
residential development in a settlement area adjacent to farmlands
there is some potential for land use conflict.

Impacts on the health
care system

This is a very interesting comment and perhaps a bit of a ‘gap’ in
the current planning system. Under the Planning Act municipalities
are required to circulate applications to a variety of groups and
agencies, from utility companies, to Provincial ministries, to school
boards. Hospitals and other health care providers are not on this
list. Counties and municipalities can go beyond the required
minimums here to include other groups who may have valuable
input on development applications. The County currently circulates
all subdivisions and condominiums to the Grey Bruce Public Health
Unit (GBPHU). In non-pandemic times the County regularly gets
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Comment Received

Staff Response
feedback from the GBPHU, however during the pandemic their staff
have had other priorities to deal with.
The County did not circulate the application to further health care
agencies. However, this is something we are discussing for the
future, whether it be development applications, or perhaps studies
that may provide health care professionals insight into the future
needs of our communities (e.g. the update to the County’s Growth
Management Strategy).

Analysis of Planning Issues
Proposed development under the Planning Act, must have regard for matters of Provincial
interest, be consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS), and must conform to the
County Official Plan. In this case, the subdivision must also conform to the Municipality of West
Grey Official Plan. The subject lands are outside of the Niagara Escarpment Plan area.
Provincial Legislation – The Planning Act
Section 1.1 of the Planning Act outlines the purpose of the Act. The purpose of the Act is to
promote sustainable economic development in a healthy, natural environment within a land use
planning system, led by provincial policy and matters of provincial interest.
Section 2 of the Planning Act provides matters of provincial interest which planning authorities
must have regard for in rendering any decision under the Act. Most notable to this proposed
official plan amendment are clauses; (a) the protection of ecological systems, including natural
areas, features, and functions, (b) the protection of the agricultural resources of the Province, (f)
the adequate provision and efficient use of communication, transportation, sewage and water
services and waste management systems, (h) the orderly development of safe and healthy
communities, (i) the adequate provision and distribution of educational, health, social, cultural
and recreational facilities, (j) the adequate provision of a full range of housing, including
affordable housing, and (p) the appropriate location of growth and development.
(a) An EIS was submitted with this application and reviewed by the SVCA. Input was also
received by the Municipal peer reviewer. There are pockets of significant woodlands in the
northern portion of this development. The EIS provided overall recommendations for the entire
development, including mitigation measures, which will be implemented as part of the conditions
of draft plan approval. County Planning staff are satisfied that with the recommended conditions
of draft plan approval that there will be minimal negative impacts to ecological systems,
including natural areas, features, and functions.
(b) The subject lands are not designated as Agricultural. However, the lands immediately to the
north and east are designated Rural. The abutting lands outside of the settlement area have
been zoned to prohibit new or expanded livestock operations for a number of years now.
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(f) As noted above there are multiple accesses to this development. There will also be
upgrades to Durham Road East, both for servicing and the future installation of sidewalks.
Sidewalks will also be installed throughout most of the subdivision.
The development will be serviced by the standard utilities, as well as municipal water and sewer
services, which will be allocated at the draft approval phase.
(h) The lands are located on the northeastern fringe of the settlement area of Durham. These
lands were added to the settlement area in 2012 following the completion of a Comprehensive
Review by West Grey. The lands have been designated for residential growth since shortly after
being added to the settlement area. This subdivision would align nicely with the abutting
Sunvale subdivision to the west and the developed Galbraith subdivision to the south.
(i) Although there are no educational or cultural facilities being created through this
development, there will be a park and connecting sidewalks that should offer recreational
opportunity for those living in this area. Further east of this development, outside of the
settlement area, is a major conservation area that is used for recreational purposes.
(j) The proposed development would provide a mix of single detached and townhouse
dwellings.
(p) The subject lands are designated ‘Primary Settlement Area’ in the County Official Plan.
Growth and development are meant to be directed to settlement areas. The lands are
designated as ‘Residential’ in the West Grey Official Plan.
With the attached conditions of draft plan approval, staff are satisfied that the development has
regard for matters of Provincial interest under the Planning Act.
Provincial Policy Statement (PPS 2020)
The subject lands are within the current Primary Settlement Area boundaries of Durham.
Section 1 of the PPS directs the majority of new development and redevelopment to settlement
areas across the Province.
Section 1 of the PPS further speaks to an appropriate range and mix of land uses at efficient
densities within settlement areas. The proposed development would provide a range of housing
types as described above and would meet County and Municipal targets for residential density.
Section 1.6.6.2 of the PPS prioritizes municipal water and sewer services as the top of the
servicing hierarchy. The proposed residential development will be serviced with municipal water
and sewer services.
Section 2.1 speaks to the protection of significant natural heritage features. This matter has
already been covered under the review of the Planning Act.
Section 2.6 speaks to the protection of significant built heritage resources and archaeological
resources. There are no designated significant built heritage resources on-site. There was an
Archaeological Assessment completed for this development. The Assessment concluded that
no further study is needed. Recommended draft plan condition # 26, which is standard to most
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draft approvals, contains protections should any additional archaeological finds be located onsite during the construction phase.
Section 3.1 of the PPS speaks to directing development away from areas of natural hazard. In
this case the there were no mapped areas of natural hazard on the subject lands. The
development was reviewed by SVCA who noted the following:
“The subject property does not contain any floodplains, watercourses, shorelines,
wetlands, valley slopes or natural hazard features of interest to SVCA…”
The proposed plan of subdivision, subject to the recommended conditions of draft plan
approval, is consistent with the PPS.
County of Grey Official Plan, Recolour Grey
Many of the policies in the County Official Plan overlap with the subject matter in the Planning
Act and the PPS. For the sake of brevity, a detailed review of those overlapping sections has
not been included in this report.
All new development proposals within the County must conform to the policies of the Official
Plan. The subject property is designated as ‘Primary Settlement Area’ on Schedule A of the
County Official Plan. The Primary Settlement Area designation permits a wide range of
industrial, residential, institutional, and commercial development. Within this designation the
County Plan generally defers to the detailed development standards of the Municipality of West
Grey. A County Official Plan Amendment has not been triggered by this development.
The proposed residential density for this development will most likely exceed the County’s
minimum target of 20 units per net hectare as stated in section 3.5(5) of the County Plan. The
current plan of subdivision density is approximately 19.2 to 23.5 units per net hectare
(depending on how the multi-unit blocks are developed). Staff are of the opinion that the
proposed plan of subdivision finely balances the need for density, while also respecting existing
development to the south, the approved development to the west, and the neighbours to the
north and east that are outside of the settlement area.
Sidewalks will be included in this development, with the exception of Streets ‘C’ and ‘D’. As
noted earlier in this report, external sidewalk connections are also being contemplated through
this development and Durham Road East.
Section 8.9 of the County Plan speaks to servicing and ensuring that infrastructure such as
water, sewers, natural, gas, and hydro are considered when new development is proposed. The
subject development will be serviced via municipal water and sewer services with appropriate
utility connections available.

Appendix A of Recolour Grey indicates that there is a portion of a Wellhead Protection
Area ‘E’ on the northeast corner of the on the subject lands. Appendix B maps pockets
of Significant Woodlands on the subject lands. These features have been discussed
above in Table 1 and the Planning Act section of the report.
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Section 9.13 of the County Plan speaks to a list of requirements to be considered for
new plans of subdivision. Table 2 below offers some responses to how those criteria
have been addressed.

Table 2: Plan of Subdivision Criteria Analysis
Plan of Subdivision Criteria

Staff Response

1a) Access and connections to public
transportation (where applicable) and access
to existing trails,

The Saugeen Mobility and Regional Transit
(SMART) service is operating in West Grey
currently. The residents of this future
subdivision would also be able to access the
Grey Transit Route which passes through
Durham.
Although sidewalk connections are being
added through this development there are no
trails planned at this time.

1b) The layout of the subdivision should be
designed such that the lots back onto the
Provincial Highway or County Road and front
onto a local internal street,

There are no Provincial Highways or County
Roads abutting this development. All new
units will have direct access onto Municipal
Roads.

1c) Improving and promoting
walkability/cyclability within the proposed plan
through sidewalks, bike lanes, bicycle
parking/racks, and/or other active
transportation infrastructure with
consideration for existing walking and cycling
conditions,

Sidewalks are being planned internally and
externally to this development.

1d) Accessibility needs,

There is nothing specifically planned at this
time, though future sidewalk and park
facilities would be designed to meet all
required accessibility standards. Homes in
this development would be required to meet
the Ontario Building Code (OBC), and any
future builder or homeowner may choose to
exceed the OBC requirements.

1e) The street pattern of the proposed plan
and how it fits with the surrounding
neighbourhood. Plans which utilize a grid
pattern or a modified grid pattern must be
considered more favourably than those with
curvy street patterns or cul-de-sacs,

Cul-de-sacs are not being used in this
development. A modified grid system is
proposed.
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Plan of Subdivision Criteria

Staff Response

1f) Energy conservation and efficiency design
measures such as LEED (Neighbourhood)
and Low Impact Development,

County staff are not aware of any specific
considerations in this regard, beyond the
subdivision being proposed at a reasonable
density.

1g) Impact on the natural environment, as
defined in Section 6 of this Plan.

Discussed earlier in this report.

1h) Consideration of the design of street
lighting to minimize impact on dark skies,

Discussed earlier in this report.

1i) The provision of usable parkland and
green space,

Discussed earlier in this report. A park is
being provided for recreational purposes.

1j) Public access to waterfront or beach
(where applicable),

Not applicable as there is no waterfront or
beach here.

1k) Snow removal and emergency vehicle
access,

The Municipality will be responsible for snow
removal and has not flagged any concerns
regarding emergency vehicle access.

1l) Compatibility with the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’
(MECP) D-Series Guidelines or its successor
document(s),

The development will be municipally
serviced, and the stormwater management
facility will require MECP approval.

1m) Accessible, age-friendly design features,
and

County staff are not aware of any specific
age-friendly design considerations being built
into the future homes; however, the
developer could consider options in that
regard.

1n) Healthy environment development
provisions outlined in Section 4.3(1)

GBPHU was circulated on this development.
In the absence of GBPHU comments, County
staff have utilized the Healthy Development
Checklist in reviewing this subdivision.

2) A range of housing and employment
densities.

There is a range of housing types being
provided here, but no employment is
proposed in this subdivision.

3) A mix of housing types including homes for
the aged and assisted living facilities.

While a mix of housing is provided there is no
assisted living facilities being proposed at this
time.

4) The provision of affordable housing.

The final selling prices of the homes has not
yet been determined; however, the developer
has made no promises of providing
affordable housing.
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Plan of Subdivision Criteria

Staff Response

5) Consistency with Provincial Policy and
Local Official Plan provisions.

See the planning analysis sections of this
report. Staff are satisfied that consistency
and conformity have been achieved.

6) The information requirements listed under
Section 9.17 Complete Applications which
will be identified through pre-submission
consultation with the County or local
municipality as applicable.

Pre-submission consultation between the
proponent, the Municipality of West Grey,
and the County identified the submission
requirements for this development. Copies of
all background reports and plans can be
found at this link.

The proposed plan of subdivision conforms to the County Official Plan with the recommended
conditions of draft plan approval.
Municipality of West Grey Official Plan
Lorelie Spencer, Manager of Planning and Development for the Municipality of West Grey,
prepared a staff report (dated July 6th, 2021) on the subdivision, which provided a municipal
planning analysis. West Grey staff completed a detailed review of the development applications,
including having a peer review completed. A copy of this staff report can be found at the
following link: Municipal Planning Report
The associated zoning by-law amendment has not been passed yet, but that amendment will be
brought to West Grey Council following Grey County’s decision on the plan of subdivision.
Overall, County staff would concur with Ms. Spencer’s analysis as it relates to conformity to the
goals and objectives of the West Grey Official Plan.
With the attached conditions of draft plan approval County staff are satisfied that the proposed
subdivision;





has regard for matters of Provincial interest under the Planning Act including the criteria
under section 51(24) of the Act,
is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement,
conforms to the County Official Plan, and
conforms to the West Grey Official Plan.

Legal and Legislated Requirements
The application has been processed in accordance with the Planning Act.

Financial and Resource Implications
There are no anticipated financial, staffing or legal considerations associated with the proposed
subdivision, beyond those normally encountered in processing a plan of subdivision application.

Relevant Consultation
☒ Internal: Planning
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☒ External: The public, Municipality of West Grey, Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority, and
required agencies under the Planning Act.

Appendices and Attachments
Recommended Conditions of Draft Plan Approval
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Owner: Tiffany Development Corporation
File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

NOTICE OF DECISION
On Application for Approval of Draft Plan of Subdivision
under Subsection 51(37) of the Planning Act
Draft Plan Approval, is hereby given by the County of Grey for the application regarding the above noted
lands. A copy of the Decision is attached.
PUBLIC AND AGENCY COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE FILE
All written and oral submissions received on the application were considered; the effect of which helped
to make an informed recommendation and decision.
WHEN AND HOW TO FILE A NOTICE OF APPEAL
Notice to appeal the decision to the Ontario Land Tribunal must be filed with the County of Grey no later
than 20 days from the date of this notice, as shown above.
The notice of appeal should be sent to the attention of the Director of Planning and Development of the
County, at the address shown below and it must,
(1)
set out the reasons for the appeal,
(2)
be accompanied by the fee required by the Tribunal as prescribed under the Ontario Land
Tribunal Act, and
(3)
Include the completed appeal forms from the Tribunal’s website.
WHO CAN FILE A NOTICE OF APPEAL
Only individuals, corporations or public bodies may appeal decisions in respect of a proposed plan of
subdivision to the Ontario Land Tribunal. A notice of appeal may not be filed by an unincorporated
association or group. However, a notice of appeal may be filed in the name of an individual who is a
member of the association or group on its behalf.
No person* or public body shall be added as a party to the hearing of the appeal of the decision of the
approval authority, including the lapsing provisions of the conditions, unless the person or public body,
before the decision of the approval authority, made oral submissions at a public meeting or written
submissions to the council, or made a written request to be notified of changes to the conditions or, in
the Ontario Land Tribunal’s opinion, there are reasonable grounds to add the person or public body as
a party.
*Notwithstanding the above, only a ‘person’ listed in subsection 51(48.3) of the Planning Act
may appeal the decision of the County of Grey to the Ontario Land Tribunal (OLT) as it relates
to the proposed plan of subdivision. Below is the prescribed list of ‘persons’ eligible to appeal a
decision of the County of Grey related to the proposed plan of subdivision as per subsection
51(48.3) of the Planning Act. These are recent changes that have been made to the Planning
Act by the province. A link to the revised Planning Act can be found here https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90p13. For more information about these recent changes,
please visit the OLT website or contact OLT - https://olt.gov.on.ca/about-olt/
The prescribed list of ‘persons’ eligible to appeal a decision of the County on the proposed plan
of subdivision as per subsection 51(48.3) of the Planning Act is as follows:
1. A corporation operating an electric utility in the local municipality or planning area to
which the plan of subdivision would apply.
2. Ontario Power Generation Inc.
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Owner: Tiffany Development Corporation
File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

3. Hydro One Inc.
4. A company operating a natural gas utility in the local municipality or planning area to
which the plan of subdivision would apply.
5. A company operating an oil or natural gas pipeline in the local municipality or planning
area to which the plan of subdivision would apply.
6. A person required to prepare a risk and safety management plan in respect of an
operation under Ontario Regulation 211/01 (Propane Storage and Handling) made under
the Technical Standards and Safety Act, 2000, if any part of the distance established as
the hazard distance applicable to the operation and referenced in the risk and safety
management plan is within the area to which the plan of subdivision would apply.
7. A company operating a railway line any part of which is located within 300 metres of any
part of the area to which the plan of subdivision would apply.
8. A company operating as a telecommunication infrastructure provider in the area to which
the plan of subdivision would apply.
RIGHT OF APPLICANT OR PUBLIC BODY TO APPEAL CONDITIONS
The following may, at any time before the approval of the final plan of subdivision, appeal any of the
conditions imposed by the approval authority to the Tribunal by filing a notice of appeal with the approval
authority: the applicant; any public body that, before the approval authority made its decision, made oral
submissions at a public meeting or written submissions to the approval authority; the Minister; or the
municipality in which the subject land is located.
HOW TO RECEIVE NOTICE OF CHANGED CONDITIONS
The conditions of an approval of draft plan of subdivision may be changed at any time before the final
approval is given.
You will be entitled to receive notice of any changes to the conditions of the approval of draft plan of
subdivision if you have made a written request to be notified of changes to the conditions.
RELATED APPLICATIONS
Municipality of West Grey Zoning By-law Amendment – Z06.2020
GETTING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Additional information about the application is available for public inspection during regular office hours
in the Planning & Development Office at the address noted below. Please contact the Planning Office
at 519-376-2205 or 1-800-567-GREY to schedule an appointment to review the information.
ADDRESS FOR NOTICE OF APPEAL
County of Grey
595-9th Avenue East
OWEN SOUND, Ontario N4K 3E3
Attention: Mr. Randy Scherzer, MCIP RPP
Director of Planning & Development
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Date: August 12, 2021

Owner: Tiffany Development Corporation
File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

Plan of Subdivision File No. 42T-2020-01 has been granted draft approval. The County’s
conditions of final approval for registration of this draft plan of subdivision are as follows:
Draft Plan
1. That this approval applies to the draft Plan of Subdivision for the lands being part of
divisions 2 and 3, concession 1, part of lot 24 east of the Garafraxa Road (EGR),
geographic township of Glenelg, now in the Municipality of West Grey, County of Grey,
prepared by Cobide Engineering lnc. (01840-DP-1) dated May 25, 2021 showing the
following:
a. 118 single detached dwelling units (lots 1 – 118),
b. A maximum of 87 townhouse units, or a minimum of 49 townhouse units in five
multi-family blocks (blocks 119 – 123),
c. Four new streets (labelled as streets ‘A’ – ‘D’), in addition to an extension of
Jackson Street,
d. One block for parkland dedication (block 125), and
e. One stormwater management block (block 124).
Subdivision Agreement
2. The developer shall enter into a subdivision agreement with the Municipality agreeing to
satisfy all requirements and conditions, financial and otherwise with respect to the
provisions of the roads, sidewalks, streetlights, drainage, installation of services,
upgrade of services along Durham Road East, amenities, stormwater management,
including the landscaping and fencing of the stormwater management block, and other
municipal requirements.
3. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement that prior to any grading or
construction on site, and prior to final approval of the subdivision by the County, the
owner shall prepare the following studies / reports, completed to the satisfaction of the
Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority (items a – e) and Municipality of West Grey
(items a – f):
a. Final Stormwater Management Report,
b. Lot Grading Plan,
c. Environmental Impact Study,
d. Sediment and Erosion Control Plan,
e. Final Landscaping Plan including required tree planting and tree preservation,
and
f. Final road design, including active transportation requirements, sidewalks,
emergency access and phasing and other design considerations as required.
Registration of Subdivision Agreement
4. The subdivision agreement shall be registered by the Municipality against the lands to
which it applies as provided under the Planning Act, R.S.O, 1990, as amended in
conjunction with the registration of this plan. A copy of the executed subdivision
agreement shall be provided by the Municipality to the developer. The registration of the
agreement shall be at the sole cost of the developer.
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Date: August 12, 2021

Owner: Tiffany Development Corporation
File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

5. The developer shall, prior to the final approval, submit detailed plans showing the
proposed phasing plan for review and approval by the Municipality.
6. The registration of the plan may occur in phases, as approved by the Municipality, as
laid out in the subdivision agreement. That the development and registration of the
phases shall be in accordance with sound engineering principles, including servicing
upgrades along Durham Road east, to the satisfaction of the Municipality.
Water / Wastewater Allocation
7. Sanitary sewer and water supply allocations shall be committed by the Municipality of
West Grey for this development for a total of 205 residential units at the time of draft
approval of the plan of subdivision. Through this draft approval the Municipality confirms
that such allocations are available for such purposes.
Road Names / Road Dedication Reserves
8. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement that all road allowances
included on this plan shall be shown and dedicated as public highways to the
Municipality of West Grey. This shall include areas to be set aside for daylighting
triangles.
9. The developer shall agree that the internal streets dedicated in these conditions shall be
named to the satisfaction of the Municipality.
10. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement to construct all roads to
municipal standards in effect at the time of construction to the satisfaction of the
Municipality.
11. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement to construct all temporary culde-sacs as required by the Municipality and in accordance with municipal standards.
12. That any dead ends and open sides of road allowances created by this draft plan shall
be terminated in 0.3 metre reserves to be dedicated free and clear of encumbrances to
the Municipality.
Walkways and Pedestrian Paths
13. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement that sidewalks are to be
developed in accordance with municipal standards at the time of the construction, to the
satisfaction of the Municipality.
Zoning
14. Prior to final approval and registration of any phase of this plan, the subject lands shall
be appropriately zoned by a zoning by-law that has come into effect in accordance with
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Date: August 12, 2021

Owner: Tiffany Development Corporation
File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

the provisions of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990 as amended, and to the satisfaction of
the Municipality.
15. The developer shall, prior to final approval, submit a schedule certified by an Ontario
land surveyor indicating the areas and frontages of the lots and blocks within the plan, to
the satisfaction of the Municipality.
Display Map
16. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement, prior to offering any of the
residential lots for purchase, to place a display map on the wall of the sales office in a
place visible to the public, which indicates the location and relevant details of all
sidewalks, trails, bike lanes, community mailboxes, parks, environmental protections
areas, storm water management area, landscaping, streetlights, buffer areas, fencing,
roads, construction staging and adjacent land uses. All display maps shall be submitted
to and approved by the Municipality prior to their use.
Development Charges
17. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement that development charges,
processing, and administration fees be paid in accordance with the Municipal, County,
and school board policies and by-laws.
18. The subdivision agreement between the developer and the Municipality shall include
provisions whereby all offers of purchase and sale will include information that satisfies
subsection 59(4) of the Development Charges Act, 1997, R S.O. 1997, as amended.
External Servicing
19. Prior to final approval and registration of the plan by the County, the developer will
contribute funds towards the upgrades on Durham Road East and construct works
required to connect the subdivision to the existing infrastructure. This should be defined
as a monetary figure based on a current cost estimate with the extent of the works
defined by motion of West Grey Council.
Easements, Conveyances, and Parkland Dedication
20. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement that such easements and land
dedication as may be required for access, gas, utilities, communications,
telecommunications, servicing, drainage and construction purposes shall be granted to
the Municipality and appropriate agencies or authorities, to their satisfaction free and
clear of all encumbrances.
21. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement in words satisfactory to the
Municipality, to grant to the communications / telecommunications service providers any
easement that may be required for communication / telecommunication services.
Easements may be required subject to final servicing decisions.
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Date: August 12, 2021

Owner: Tiffany Development Corporation
File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

22. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement to the satisfaction of the
Municipality that prior to commencing any work within the plan, the developer shall
confirm that sufficient wire-line communication / telecommunication / fibre optics
infrastructure is currently available within the proposed development to provide
communication / telecommunication / fibre-optics service to the proposed development.
23. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement that they are responsible for the
maintenance of roadways and sidewalks until the Municipality assumes the roads within
the subdivision or 50% of phase one has received occupancy permits. The developer
shall agree that the same requirement shall apply to each phase of the subdivision.
24. The developer shall agree in the subdivision agreement to the satisfaction of the
Municipality that the developer is solely responsible for the disposal of refuse and
collection of recycling within the subdivision until roads are assumed. The removal will
be at the sole cost of the developer.
25. That the developer shall convey 5% of the land and/or cash in lieu for parkland
dedication purposes to the Municipality for parkland and/or trail purposes to the
satisfaction of the Municipality. The majority of this parkland dedication is proposed
through dedicating block 125 to the Municipality.
Archaeological Assessment
26. The developer shall agree to the following in the subdivision agreement:
a. Should previously unknown or unassessed deeply buried archaeological
resources be uncovered during development, such resources may be a new
archaeological site and therefore subject to section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage
Act. The proponent or person discovering the archaeological resources must
cease alteration of the site immediately and engage a licensed archaeologist to
carry out archaeological fieldwork, in compliance with Sect 48 (1) of the Ontario
Heritage Act.
b. That anyone working on the subject lands who uncovers a burial site containing
human remains shall cease fieldwork or construction activities and immediately
report the discovery to the police or coroner in accordance with the Funeral,
Burial and Cremation Services Act.
Agency Requirements
Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority
27. That prior to any grading or construction on site, and prior to final approval of the
subdivision by the County, the owner shall prepare the following studies and reports,
completed to the satisfaction of the Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority, and the
Municipality of West Grey:
a. Final Stormwater Management Plan;
b. Lot Grading Plan;
c. Environmental Impact Study;
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Date: August 12, 2021

Owner: Tiffany Development Corporation
File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

d. Final Landscaping Plan including required tree planting and tree preservation,
and
e. Sediment and Erosion Control Plan.
28. That the subdivision agreement between the owner and the Municipality of West Grey
contain provisions with wording acceptable to the Saugeen Valley Conservation and the
Municipality of West Grey relating to the implementation of the Final Stormwater Report,
Lot Grading Plan, Environmental Impact Study, the Final Landscaping Plan including
required tree planting and tree preservation, and the Sediment and Erosion Control Plan.
Canada Post
29. The developer will consult with Canada Post to determine suitable permanent locations
for the placement of community mailboxes and to indicate these locations on appropriate
servicing plans, and include them in the subdivision agreement.
30. The developer will confirm to Canada Post that the final secured permanent locations for
the community mailboxes will not be in conflict with any other utility including hydro
transformers, bell pedestals, cable pedestals, flush to grade communication vaults,
landscaping enhancements (tree planting) and bus pads.
31. The developer will install concrete pads at each of the community mailbox locations as
well as any required walkways across the boulevard and any required curb depressions
for wheelchair access as per Canada Post's concrete pad specification drawings.
32. The developer will agree to prepare and maintain an area of compacted gravel to
Canada Post's specifications to serve as a temporary community mailbox location. This
location will be in a safe area away from construction activity in order that community
mailboxes may be installed to service addresses that have occupied prior to the pouring
of the permanent mailbox pads. This area will be required to be prepared a minimum of
30 days prior to the date of first occupancy.
33. The developer will communicate to Canada Post the excavation date for the first
foundation (or first phase) as well as the expected date of first occupancy.
34. The developer agrees, prior to offering any of the residential units for sale, to place a
‘Display Map’ on the wall of the sales office in a place readily available to the public
which indicates the location of all Canada Post community mailbox site locations, as
approved by Canada Post and the Municipality of West Grey.
35. The developer agrees to include in all offers of purchase and sale a statement, which
advises the prospective new home purchaser that mail delivery will be from a designated
community mailbox, and to include the exact locations (list of lots #s) of each of these
community mailbox locations; and further, advise any affected homeowners of any
established easements granted to Canada Post.
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Owner: Tiffany Development Corporation
File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

36. The developer will be responsible for officially notifying the purchasers of the exact
community mailbox locations prior to the closing of any home sales with specific clauses
in the Purchase offer, on which the homeowners do a sign off.
37. Canada Post further requests the owner/developer be notified of the following;
a. The developer of any condominiums will be required to provide signature(s)for a
license to occupy land agreement and provide winter snow clearance at the
community mailbox locations.
b. Enhanced community mailbox sites with roof structures will require additional
documentation as per Canada Post policy.
c. There will be no more than one mail delivery point to each unique address
assigned by the Municipality.
d. Any existing postal coding may not apply, the owner/developer should contact
Canada Post to verify postal codes for the project.
Administration
38. Prior to the signing of the final plan by the County of Grey, the applicant is to provide to
the County written correspondence from the Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority how
draft plan conditions 3, 27, and 28 have been addressed to SVCA’s satisfaction.
39. Prior to the signing of the final plan by the County of Grey, the County is to be advised
by the applicant in writing from Canada Post how draft plan conditions 29 – 37 have
been addressed to the Canada Post’s satisfaction.
40. Prior to the signing of the final plan by the County of Grey, the applicant is to provide to
the County written correspondence from the Municipality of West Grey indicating that all
the draft plan conditions have been carried out to the Municipality’s satisfaction.
41. If final approval is not given to this plan within three (3) years of the draft approval date,
and no extensions have been granted, draft approval shall lapse under Subsection
51(32) of the Planning Act, RSO 1990, as amended. If the owner wishes to request an
extension to draft approval, a written explanation along with the applicable application
fee and a resolution from the Municipality must be received.
42. That the Owner shall provide the Municipality of West Grey and County of Grey with
digital copies of the Final Plan in a format acceptable to the Municipality and the County.
NOTES TO DRAFT APPROVAL

1. It is the applicant's responsibility to fulfil the conditions of draft approval and to
ensure that the required clearance letters are forwarded by the appropriate
agencies to the County of Grey, quoting the County file number 42T-2020-01.

2. An electrical distribution line operating at below 50,000 volts might be located within
the area affected by this development or abutting this development. Section 186 Proximity - of the Regulations for Construction Projects in the Occupational Health
and Safety Act, requires that no object be brought closer than 3 metres (10 feet) to
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File No.: 42T-2020-01
Municipality: Municipality of West Grey (geographic township of Glenelg)
Location: Part of Divisions 2 and 3 of Lot 24, Concession 1 EGR,
Date of Decision:
Date of Notice:
Last Date of Appeal:

the energized conductor. It is proponent’s responsibility to be aware, and to make all
personnel on site aware, that all equipment and personnel must come no closer than
the distance specified in the Act. They should also be aware that the electrical
conductors can raise and lower without warning, depending on the electrical demand
placed on the line. Warning signs should be posted on the wood poles supporting the
conductors stating “DANGER - Overhead Electrical Wires” in all locations where
personnel and construction vehicles might come in close proximity to the conductors.

3. Clearances or consultations are required from the following agencies, as well as the
appropriate agency or authority providing utilities or services:

Municipality of West Grey
402813 Grey Road 4, Rural Route # 2
Durham, ON, N0G 1R0
Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority
1078 Bruce Road 12, Box 150
Formosa, ON, N0G 1W0
Canada Post Corporation
300 Wellington Street
London, ON, N6B 3P2
4. We suggest you make yourself aware of the following subsections of the Land Titles
Act:
a) subsection 144(1) requires all new plans to be registered in a Land Titles
system if the land is situated in a land titles division; and
b) subsection 144(2) allows certain exceptions.
The subdivision plan for Registration must be in conformity with the applicable
Ontario Regulation under The Registry Act.

5. Inauguration or extension of a piped water supply, a sewage system, or a storm
drainage system, is subject to the approval of the Ministry of the Environment
Conservation and Parks under the Ontario Water Resources Act, RSO 1990, as
amended.

6. That any tree removal on-site shall be done only in accordance with approved vegetation
preservation or tree management plans, as well as the County’s Forest Management Bylaw.

7. All measurements in subdivision final plans must be presented in metric units.
8. The final plan approved by the County must be registered within thirty (30) days or the
County may withdraw its approval under subsection 51(32) of the Planning Act RSO
1990, as amended.
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Date: August 12, 2021

Committee Report
To:

Warden Hicks and Members of Grey County Council

Committee Date:

August 12, 2021

Subject / Report No:

EDTC-CW-13-21

Title:

Moreston Heritage Village General Store Sponsorship

Prepared by:

Jill Paterson, Manager of Museum & Archives
Claudette Martin, Engagement Manager

Reviewed by:

Kim Wingrove, Chief Administration Officer, County of
Grey

Lower Tier(s) Affected: All
Status:

Recommendation
1.

That Report EDTC-CW-13-21 regarding the Moreston Heritage Village
Sponsorship be received; and

2.

That the Warden and Clerk be authorized to sign a sponsorship
agreement with Fairmount Security Services; and

3.

That the Moreston Heritage Village General Store be named Arnott
General Store for the sponsorship period of 2022 to 2032.

Executive Summary
In July 2021, staff at Grey Roots Museum & Archives were approached by Fairmount
Security Services to propose funding support for the building of a replica general store
in Moreston Heritage Village. The proposal was positively received as the general store
budget had been impacted by the rising price of building materials due to impacts to
supply caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Fairmount Security Services generously offered the amount of $40,000 over the course
of five years, $8,000 per year. Mr. Thomas Wheildon, Chief Executive Officer of
Fairmount Security Services, has a personal interest in supporting the general store at
Moreston Heritage Village because his own grandparents, Richard and Jessie
Wheildon, were the proprietors of the general store in Arnott, Ont from the 1920s to just
after the Second World War.
1
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Background and Discussion
The replica Moreston General Store will function for demonstration purposes as an
historic general store and be a location for special event and educational programming
activities. Staff are exploring the feasibility of selling local products and select food items
from the General Store.
This new build is aligned with Phase 4 of Grey Roots’ Long-Term Master Site Plan and
included on the Niagara Escarpment Commission’s approved list of eight buildings to be
built in Moreston Heritage Village according to each building’s ability to enrich the Grey
Roots experience for visitors and residents, increase the number of artefacts on display,
attract new audiences, encourage visitors to stay longer and maximize repeat
attendance - all recommendations identified in Grey Roots’ 2013 Business Plan Update
and repeated in the 2016 Strategic Plan.
For the duration of the proposed agreement, the sponsorship of the General Store will
be recognized through the installation of a plaque inside the store to recognize the
grandparents of Thomas Wheildon as the “proprietors” and the financial contribution of
Fairmont Security. Pending Council approval, the replica general store will also be
named the Arnott General Store in further recognition of Mr. Wheildon’s family history.
Due to the generosity of the sponsorship amount, staff recommend the name be
maintained for a period of 10 years, starting in 2022 when the General Store opens to
the public.
The connection to Grey County towns like Arnott creates an interpretive opportunity to
discuss the changes that have come to rural towns and the importance of the general
store as a community hub. Grey Roots staff interviewed Mr. Wheildon’s father, Francis
Wheildon, in order to document his first-hand experiences with the family-run store.
Opportunities to showcase the video recording at Grey Roots will be explored.
Additionally, Thomas Wheildon has arranged for the video to be produced by CTRE
Productions. Staff are keen to recognize this generous sponsorship and are pleased to
be able to honor the important work of the Wheildon family at the general store in
Arnott.
In accordance with the Corporate Asset Naming Policy, County Council approval is
required in the naming/renaming of Grey County assets, including, buildings and rooms
or features therein. The naming of a County asset may be considered when, providing
recognition of donations, sponsorships and joint ventures.
Pending Council approval, a sponsorship agreement will be completed between Mr.
Wheildon and Grey County to formalize the sponsorship arrangements.
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Legal and Legislated Requirements
None

Financial and Resource Implications
The Fairmount Security Services agrees to make a cash contribution to Grey Roots
Museum & Archives in the amount of $40,000. The contributions will be made according
to the following schedule. The Fairmount Security Services may add to or accelerate the
completion of this pledge at the Sponsor’s discretion:
Installments
Initial contribution

Payment Amount
$8,000

Due Date
Upon signing of this Sponsorship
Agreement (2021)

Four (4) subsequent
contributions

$8,000

Annually on anniversary of the
Initial Contribution (2022, 2023,
2024 and 2025)

Total

$40,000

The sponsorship amounts will be received by Grey Roots Museum & Archives as
revenue to a budget line specifically earmarked for the development of the General
Store in Moreston Heritage Village.
The General Store project was approved through the 2021 budget process with a
budget of $314,000. Through the tender process for the General Store the construction
costs will be $450,000. Given the Covid-19 trend of increasing construction costs, Grey
Roots sought permission to move forward and award this contract before costs again
increase. This contract was discussed at Council in the FR-CW-15-21 Quarterly
Purchasing Report on April 22, 2021.
The budget shortfall will be covered by:
•

•

Allocating the Fleming family’s bequest of $104,713.25 received in 2013.
Grey Roots staff connected with the family at that time, and it was agreed that
the construction of a General Store would be an appropriate use of the funds.
The remaining $31,286.75 will be taken from Grey Roots’ Heritage Building
reserve with permissions received in accordance with the Purchasing Policy.
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In 2022, staff will complete the interior finishes and "dressing" of the building. Costs for
the final capital work are estimated at $50,000 and will be done by Grey Root staff.
Interior finishes include: Baseboard, window, and door casings. Historic replica light
fixtures. Hardwood flooring/ finishing and final historic wall coverings. Approval will be
sought through the 2022 budget process to draw this amount from Grey Roots Heritage
Buildings Reserve.

Relevant Consultation
☐

Internal – Grey Roots, Finance, Clerks, Communications

☐

External – Fairmount Security Services

Appendices and Attachments
Corporate Asset Naming Policy
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